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ance question is a noble

one,

and

sustains

the traditional reputation of Massachusetts’ 8
governors.” He stands by his principles,
and puts bis conscience into his official acts,

let the tide
of public feeling fluctune

as it

may. There seems to have been an understanding among ‘certain members of the
Legislature that the prohibitory law should

ittee of investigation, decided that it was

not a work of engineering at all, but a baphizard operation of professfonally irresponsible persons—t. ¢., the company who

built

it—constructed in defiance of all engineering authority and principles as well as specific advice, and that the engineer in charge

discovery is one made since I last wrote, by
Chevalier de Rossi, on the property of
Mgr. de Merode Tor Maraneia, on the

worth $1 a day, to labor at his best, and all

of them take care not to ‘earn more than
half that. It is~&x recondite art to combine
an appearance of being busy with motions
so infantile, ineffectual as those of a professed street-sweeper.
Even under the
contract system, the case has always been

the same.

In

a word,

the

condition

deeply affected by it.

It is the church of

St.. Petroni, which

been

has

found

where

tradition said it was, in the second floor of
the St. Domitella catacombs! F have gone
out several times to see it. The place presents a most curious.and imposing appearance.

There

are

the

prostrate

columns;

e base; the bases of columns in situ
i.
ting nave and aisles; great marble
in their places intact; half|, sarcophaXi
broken ': marble inscriptions;
tombs
of
members of the Flavian
family of St.
Domitella, the sister of the E peror Titus ;
St. Petronilla, said

to

be

the ‘daughter
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thrift, in short, that all the. sad” effects” of ‘the
Septembér panic should soon’ bé numbered smong
the things that, were; The people believed this,
and looked to Washington for relief, and therefore did but little to lift themselves from ‘the
“ slough of despond.”
For seven long, weary
months the people have looked,’ and looked in

vain to Congress

wherefore?
Congress

things

for aid;

Simply
was

to

give us a large influx
of

‘We had
things

come; and

the tendency in

put us back to the condition of

which existed

the war—that is, the
dition

it don’t

because

been
and

during and at the close of .

attempt was

made

of an irredeemable

to

paper

receding from that congradually approaching a

specie basis, but the inflationists determined to
increase the volume of these paper promises to
pay, to thus make money plenty, so that business should revive and all should prosper.
This
increase of an irredeemable paper currency was
just the thing we needed!
It would quicken all

was responsible and censurable only for
not having protested firmly against the which it can be made to yield, regardless
je continued, but that the State Constabuerection
of any such structure.
Bish the only means of enforcing it, ‘should
entirely . of expense to the city and of the
business impulses, start manufacturies and maWhile the guilty responsibility of the service of the city.
be abolished. -Thus the Legislature was to
chine shops, and give a reviving impetus to
3
men
who
took
their
own
head
in
building
place itself right morally before the people,
trade everywhere throughout the land!
The
“THE LABORERS’ STRIKES,
4-0
0-0
“+O
+
men in Congress who desired to see the nation
and virtually give thie State over to free such a great and dangerous work over that
These are the blindest and insanest
plant itself upon a firm and reliable basis, as a
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1874.
rum. The liquor dealers make no clamor hapless valley, in defiance of the expert
strikes yet, and are attended, as all strikes
advice
they
were
bound
to
seek
and
follow,
foundation for banking operations, and healthy
against the proliibitory law, but only
are, without dimioution, by violence to
business transactions, opposed, as well
they
against the men appointed by the State to’ and in obedience only to a sordid parsimo“The A
ry
those
who gladly accept the wages the
might, that legislation which was calculated to
S-O-09
ny, can not have been over stated iiD this
enforce
it.
So
prohibition
was
continued
>
——
put far, away into the uncertain future, the reBludgeon-strikes would
decision, it will seem to most people that: strikers refuse.
Events of the Week.
by the Legislature, and the Temperance
demptién of our paper issues, and when a bill of
We count the broken lyres that rest
be
the
proper
name
for
this
modern
right
tl
§ re
Alliance was happy, and in due time the engineer is let off with something of
this nature was passed, the President, wisely, as
“Where ‘the sweet-wailing singers slumber;
THE SEVENTEENTH OF JUNE. °
partiality. If engineering is a profession, of labor. There seems to be no way to
I think, vetoed it.
But o’er their silent sister’s breast
the constabulary was abolished by the vote
‘Bunker Hill Day was celebrated very
To-day, there is not a man in Congress who
< The wild flowers who will stoop to number?
of a large majority of the same Legislature, it must, like other professions, assert the preach the characteristic out of them. It
is
bred
in
the
bone
of
them.
Their
essencan
tell you what will be done in this regard, but
A few can touch the magic string,
right
to
lay
down
the
law
on
the
subject
generally,
but
quietly,
in
Boston
and
its
and the liquor dealers also were made
And noisy fame is proud to win them;
a legal neighborhood last Wednesday.
Charles- when you ask Senator or Representative what
to rejoice. What a popular legislative body matters of its profession, and therewith as- tial principle is force, and though
is to be the upshot of all this talk about our
Alas for those that never sing,
this would be, and how consistently the sume the responsibility of whatever is done distinction is unavoidable between physical town was the center of interest. There finances and the currency question, be will shake
But die with all their music in them!
members could invite the support of both with its assistance. The engineer who as- and moral co-ercion, itoughtto be under-. were morning and evening concerts ia the his head dubiously, and;say nothing will. be
Nay; grieve not for the dead alone,
reformers and liquor dealers in the fal sists, however. protesting,.in a work which stood that the only moral distinction be- public squares, the Charlestown’ cadets cel- done! The inflationists will say, “ Why, we
‘Whose-song lias told their heart's sad story;
he knows, or is bound by the pretensions tween the two is, *‘ fear of the constables ebrated their tenth and the Prescost Light will go home and tell the people we could not do
election !
Weep fof the voicelessy who have known
of
his profession to know, to be a
3 staff,” The striking Irish laborers who this Guards their eleventh anniversaries -with anything in the shape of legislation to relieve
Gov. Talbot's position as Executive wasa
The cross but not the crown of glory!
week mobbed their Italian substitutes on parades.and dinner, and the Bunker Hill the country, because the President would not
becomes
a
particeps
criminis
as
much
mor
‘new,
and
accidental
one.
The
Legislature
Not where Leucadian breezes sweep the street work, at Broadway apd Fifty-first Monument Association held its annual meet- let us!” The hard money men say, ¢ Better do
guilty
as
he
is
more
intelligent
and
more
knew that he had convictions on the subQ’er Sappho’s memory-haunted billow,
nothing than issue more greenbacks and thus
street,
and stoned some of them nearly or ing in the morning.
venial in it than his principals. The eunBut where the glistening night-dews weep
In the dity proper the put off the day of redemption to a period in the
ject; that he was a man of the old Puritan
On nameless sorrow’s churchyard pillow.
gineer of the Williamsburg daw should quite to death, were only more consistent day was recognized by a grand Revolution future that no man can name.”
mental and moral courage, but they didn’t
The first bill prepared and introduced Wy the
suppose that he would have the iron nerves have washed His hands perémptorily of the than the more cunning class of strikers party in Music Hall in the evening, the
Oh, hearts that break and give no sign,
who enforce their demands by a *“ corner,” Hon. Josiah Quincy, jr.; and Pr. Géorge -Conference Committee-failed, and the second rescheme,
instead
of
drawing
plans
and
spe‘Save whitening lips and fading tresses,
to wgte-the bill abolishing the State Constab-o
o
when they can make it,in the labor market. B. Loring making addresses, followed by a port of the new Committee will, in all probabil“Till death pours out his cb¥dial wine,
ulary. The majority In favor of the bill was cifications under the dictation of others,
ity, share the same fate. As matters now stand,
whether
in
money,
labor, fine concert by distinguished talent.
Slow dropped from Misery’s crushing presses; very large, and was the result of a sort of which he knew, or should have known, to ¢ Corners,”
The the best thing that could be done, would be to
stocks,
or
produce
of
any
kind,
are
prac
If singing breath or echoing e¢hord
monument which Braintree has erected to provide that the overplus of national bank issues
There ought to be
compromise or bargain by which the prohi- be grossly unsafe.
To every hidden pang were given,
tically beyond the reach of law, but a sound her deceased military sons was dedicated, held in New England and the East, should be
some
way
of
degrading
such
an
offender
botory
law
bad
been
allowed
to
staud;
the
‘What endless melodies were poured,
1
Pbk sentiment would Teach them, to ef- | the oration . being delivered by General given to the West; moreover, let there be subcity daily papers sustained the majority, from the professional position thus abused,
As sad as earth, as sweet as heaven!
fecgu ally restrict their scope, if not to abol- Banks. , The towns of Barre and Ludlow mitted a simple, well-guarded system of free bankAs
to
all
concerned,
society
is
also
crimi= Oliver Wendell Holmes.
and the whole liquor interest of the State,
ish
‘them, and every organ and educator of observed their centénnials, and the day was ing, if such a thing can be done, and then Conwith all of its resources of wealth, was nal if it releases men from the respousibilSS
oD
to
public sentiment is responsible to direct it fitly observed in many other places through- gress may adjourn. It is doubtful, however, if
anything of this kind or any measure of any natmaking eyery effort to disparage the State ty assumed by them in doing any work
against them all impartially.
Vipr.
Boston Correspondence.
which affects the safety of others.
out the State. In Fisherville,N. H.,the Dus- ure be adopted.
All things considered, perhaps
police. Besides, Gov. Talbot might hold
g
mr
r—————
tin monument was formally presented to it is best as it is.
the bill in bis bands till it became a law by
THE RING PROSECUTIONS.
* BosToN, June13, 1874.
Roman
Archaology.
the
State,
and
in
Hartford,
Cogn.,
the
PutDISTRICT INVESTIGATION.
default, and the whole moral responsibility
It will be remembered that when Charles
: Lo —
‘|'nam statue was utiveiled.
THE NEW.
would fall upon the easy going, two-faced O'Connor, who has a newspaper certificate
The report of the special Joint Committee of
A correspondent writing from Rome toa |
THE SPIRIT OF |REORG ANIZATION.
investigations into the affairs of the District of
.
Seldom has Boston seen the opening of a Legislature.
as the greatest lawyer in the state, conThe Ways and Means committee have Columbia,and the operation of the Board of Pubmore quiet sumer, with no subject, not
- But the veto came, strong and decided, a structed ther civil proceedings against the Boston paper gives the following account
even a political one, to excite the public trumpet note of moral courage and heroism. Ring thieves, a great deal of anxiety was ‘of late archaeological discoveries in and agreed to ask the House fo give them au- lic Works, has been laid before the two Houses
;
thority to sit during recess for the purpose and ordered to be printed, and accordingly, it ap" mind. Nearly the whole of the burnt dis- ‘Every one felt that the Governor was felt for the result of his bold assumption of near that city :
pears in the paper this (Wednesday) morning.
trict stands erect in its old time stateliness, right, however one might argue.
Some of the power to prosecute, on the part of the . I must not close without saying some- of considering thé revision of the tarift, the 1t is quite a jengthy document, but considering
The last six reorganization of the custom-houses, and the amount of testimony and material upon with scarcely a trace of the sudden dseola the members of the Legislature then for the state. The pity and county were then in thing about archmology.
tion made by the fire, Trinity church is first time seemed to realize what little ‘men the hands of the crimindls themselves, and weeks have been poor in ‘new discoveries kindred subjects. The Secretary of the whiclyit isi based, and of “which it is a Summary,
in the city.
On the Esquiline, in the Via Treasury also desires their advice, at some it is a very terse and succinct paper, presenting,
rebuilding, not as it stood of old among the they“weve.
if the Attorney General of the state could
Merulana,
they
are continuing the excava- time during the summer, in regard to cer- as it does, the salient points of the investigation.
mérchant palaces of Summer street, before
While the bill was in the Governor's not proceed against them, there was nothtain reforms and reorganizations which he The committee, which is an able one, worked
tions of the great frescoed triclinio.
They
the fire made it a picturesque ruin, that art hands awaiting his action, womén’s teming to show for the six millions stolen outhard, and have done, in the main, the work coahas loved to copy, but on the Back Bay perance méetings were held in Tremont right from the treasury, but the probability have found a lower order of niches which bas in contemplation for various portions of fided to their hands, and done it well.
of :the
The report1s unanimous, ail the members
lands, near the late site of the great music Temple, at-one of which a committee of that the thieves would proceed against are still better painted than the upper ones. his dgpartment. The Secretary
They
Tope
to
arrive
at
the
floor
of
this
hall,
‘Treasury
has
also
notified
several
officers
of ‘signing it, and can not, therefore; be called partiladies
were
appointed
to
go
to
the
State
shed, where the court bands of Europe
themselves. © Mr. O'Conor quite on
the present week. A marble slab has been ‘the customs that hé desires to confer with san. The bill reported several dive since, which
played, whére Strauss conducted his own House and ask him to veto the Lill. The poohed the ions that the state, as su
taken
out of the debris of this triclinio, on them in regard to-the condition of their offi- abolishes our present local government,is endorsmarvelous “waltzes, where t
theusand first time that they made their visit ‘they did could have no title to the money stolen,
ed by the Committee, and they recommend its
which
is cut a Greek epigram, in beautiful «cers and their modes of conducting business. passage. What soré of a government Congress
musicians discoursed
national
airs, and not find the Governor in the Executive
aud therefore no rightto sue for it, as a
THE SAVINGS BANKS RELIEF BILL.
will ultimately give us does not yet appear.
seventeen thousand musicians sung. The rooms, but sent him a message. * They de- small-lawyer’s technicality.
He assured letters painted in blue, red and black. - Not
The bill for the ‘relief of savings banks,|FFor the time being, all voting in, this ten miles
Back Bay, as barren as the made land may cided to go again ou Monday afternoon, the public at that time, with the authority far from this hall there was found a bust of
appear, will long be fragrant with. the and fo hold a prayer meeting in the Temple. of a final lawgiver, that, in a broad and the Empress Matilda, wife of Trajan, very which passed the United States House , on square is at an end. The Boards of Health, of
, condition.
This Monday, was passed in the Sentte Wednes-’ Free Commissioners, of Schools, and of Police, memories of the Jubilee. None can ever at the same time. At the tinié appointed practical view of law, there was no doubt beautiful, ‘and in perfect
still remain,so also does the sinking fund commisforget these delightful June days. I have about sixty ladies, in charge of Rev. Mr. of the right of the state, as parens pairie, bust was buried under a marble pavement day, without a dissenting vote. This bill will sion. The floating debt will he ascert.ined by
relieve
the
savings
banks
of
the
country
from
. often heard musical people remark that the Thayer of the State Temperance Alliance, or something of that sort, to interpose and|, of the third or fourth century. There also
the payment of a tax on surplus dividends, the first and second Comptrollers of the general
and reported. T
‘two Jubilees numbered the sweetest and went in a body to the State House, and represent her municipal -offspring in the ‘was discovered a group of Leda and the from
amount of the
1864 to 1871, which a recent: decision government,
debt, funded and floating, is
ariously estimated"
happiest days of their life.
about one hundred remained in the Temple| ,courts, as a father or a guardian might do Swan, very much broken.
A Mithraieum has’ been discovered on the of the United States Supreme Court declar- from twenty to thirty millions of dollars, but we
them for a child. Possibly he is right still, for
The new church—new Trinity—is to cost to pray. The. Governor received¥y
Esquiline,
in which was a remarkable ed them liable to pay. The amount involy- shall see. Just how” much this may be to-day
about half a million of dollars, and next to courteously, and told them that he had al- I see that Chief Justice Church and angroup
of
the
god Mithra slaying the bull, ed was quite large, two of the Massachusetts ““ no fellow can tell.”
the Catholic cathedral which is to be dedi- ready made decision in the matter, and had .other agree with him; but the small lawThe committee criticise the conduct of the
The group is banks having more than $25,000 each at
cated with all the pomps of Romish eccle- decided the matter after his own conscience, yer. (in his view) proves to be in the ma- and agcurious’ bas-relief.
Board in certain matters, with deserved severi
stake,
and
many
others
being
largely
ine}
The
siastical ritualism in the coming autumn, and that they would know his decision to- jority in the Court of Appeals. The whole about a meter high, and is very fine.
ty. There has been a fearful waste aid prodiwill be the chief architectural adornment morrow. Then the ladies knew, and_the costly and voluminous machinery of the bas-relief is only sketched out, not finished, terested.
gality, if not downright dishonesty, and many
FRANCE.
things have been done in controversion of law
among the religious edifices of the city. members of the Legislature understood for Tweed, Ingersoll and other suits for the but shows that it was painted and gilded.’
The society of Trinity. now worship at the the first time, that the bill would be, vetoed. $6,000,000, has broken down thjs week with Both are placed in the Capitol sculpture
Ther Assembly has voted against the res- and authority.
The new bill provides for local taxation at the
In this toration ¢f Monarchy, the right and left
Institute of Technology, and are still as There was no mistaking what the dicision of a crash, and the security taken under them gallery in the Dove Mosaic room.
rate of three per cent. upen the dollar, which is
same
Mithraicum,
"a
curious
plate
was
warmly attached as ever to their pastor, Gov. Talbot's conscience must be.
centers uniting in the vote. The Repub- regarded as very oppressive upan the propertyis entirely lost to the city, which must now
In South Boston the clergymen are unit- proceed in its own name, against the per- taken out : it is very like Arezzo maijolica; licans are consequently glad, for, although holders. It also provides for funding the floatwho is ‘a very prince among intellectual
men. With a wealth of feeling that lifts it- edly engaged in ‘new temperance efforts, sons who are not escaped from the country, undoubtedly it served some purpose in the this does not declaresa Republic, it makes a | ing debt,in bonds, to run fifty years, at 3-656 per
self above mere denominational limits,large the women’s movement "has been success- and such of their property as can now be mysterious ceremonies of this unknown
Monarchy impossible. But there are still centum, On the whole, the report and the ; bill
spiritual insight and great physical and fully inaugurated, and committee of women found and wrested from the hands to which |, worship.
| black clouds over the nation; and they may: give very general satisfaction, for our communiIn the garden attached to “the “hospital of break ‘in ruin and destruction any day. ty have come to believe that almost any form of
, mental vigor, no minister is more beloved in a quiet way have visited the saloon keep- it has all been codveyed from the reach of
government Congress can impose would be pref"in his own parish and respected by" the ers and have been singularly well received. the law.
the Consolazione, they haye found eeveral MacMahon has done remarkably. well to
erable to this form
we are aboutto escape. Three
whole community, or seems to have a more The district has been systematically canbring affairs along as peacefully as he has. commissioners are to be appointed by the Presi-:
The damage to Mr. "Conor's legal in- colossal capitals and fragments of col
promising
future,
than Rev, Phillips } vassed, and is now largely pledged to tem- fallibility is irreparable.
dent, with the advice and consent of the Senate,
But fortune has asisted him considerably,
He obtained a which belonged probably to the
Brooks.
A bronze carriage
perance.
"
‘Who they are to be, is the question ROW upper=
tirst decision from the General term of the Sempronia.
, A RIOT IN SHANGHAI
The woman’s movement here Jacks the Supreme Court, (state) in favor of his suit was found at the railwdy station
and in
‘most in the public wind,
\
.
Near new Trinity, which is but ‘a short
In
Shanghai
a Chinese mob attacked the
‘moral
support
of
the
pulpit;
not
that
the
some
of
the
Esquiline
ruins
they
dug
up
|
"distance from’the Museum’ of Nagural Fis- |
in the Tweed case (possibly biased by the
THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT,
I saw French quarters, recently, near the Ring
tory and the Institute of Technology, is the pulpit is against it, but because it is indif- difficulty,at the time, of obtaining justice in the bits of an ancient book-case!
Considerable effort is’ now making to induce
new Art Museum, the walls of which dre ferent to it. Our clergymen have made no any othe! way); but'iv the next case, that these pieces at the archmological commis- Poo god-house, maltreated M. Peéerebois Congress to appropriate a. sum of money suffiFour cient to complete the Washington Monument,
+. slowly rising. Directly across the ‘avenue. united effort to help it. Dr. Pentescost is of Ingersoll, the General term ‘‘ went back gion rooms at Ara Celi. They ave very and family, and burned his house.
the
only
clergyman
in
this
city
whose
heart
|
The amount of money it would take to complete
Chinese
were
killed.
The
mob
also
attackcarious.
and
inexpressibly
interesting.
other churches are building, and in a few
on itsell,” and sustained the defendant. in
years this treeless, shrubless waste from seems to be given {o this new line of tem- demurring to the tight of the state to sue They are bits of ivory and bone which have ed other houses in the same qurater,severe- this structure would, per capita, amount to a
The others adhere to the~} hie On the appealof the state from this omnamental figures traced on their. surfaces. ly injuring several persons. The French mere trifle, which no American would complain
which the dirt cars have pushed back Charles | perance work.
of. Still there are those ‘who say, *“ Let _ it be
i
it was a book- -fise, police soon quelled the riot, with the assist- done by voluntary contributions; let the rich » River, will be the finest portion of the. city, 1 old methods.
dgcision, ‘the Court of Appeals has just de- Ohe can hardly imagine
it is so small when fitted together.
But it ance of the English police. About 5,000 men do it, and not ¢all on Congress to vote away
Several clergymen hold old schoo] ideas cided, sustaining the latter.
the center of great religious congrega tions,
were engaged in the attack. . The the people's money for such an enterprise.”
+The new twist of the law (or straighten muy have held the lost books of Livy for ‘Chinésé
and the seat of the best depositories of of temperance. Dr. Bartol argues for indidistrbance
had its origin in the fact’ that
all
that.
©
PmEAROS.
vidual liberty. - An Othodox Doctor of ing of Mr. 9'Conor 8 twist) does not affect
Sclence and wt.
-

$

to lift the business community into the calm and
serene atmosphere of suecessful and prosperous

of money.

and martyrs
Nereus and Achilles.
It is a touching
sight. *The lonely campagna, so. picturesque in its great stretches and classical:
outlines; the soft, fragrant spring season;
the sky full of meadow larks, and down below.us these great, gaping, empty tombs
and the deserted basilica! It seems as if
it was some Dantesque._ representation of
the day of judgment all over and ended,
some one said. It isa Christia
Po peis
which takes you back to apostolic]
es.

x,

turb or change the financial policy which now

obtains, but that every law appertaining to °
finanee and the currency should for the presemf
Via Ardeatina, just off from the Via Appia. remain intact, everything would ‘ere this” have |
Everybpdy is driving out to see it; the been all right in the business and commercial
Journals are full of the story, and every- world. On the contrary, Congress gave forth to
body interested in Christian history is the country that they could and would do much

of St. Peter; and of the saints

every share obtained in the public service,
is to get out of it for the party which
awards it, the utmost support in votes

Had Congress, the first week of the session,
passed a joint resolution that it would not dis

'

\

» Ld

RAR

AA

EET ONPEREN ERE

government, from voting or approaching
within forty rods of any place where voting is {ransacted. To illustrate, our city
pays $12 a week per man to 600 decrepid,
superannuated pensioners, under the honorary title of street-sweepers. Really, they
are little more than voters and mediums
for filching the unearned wages named
from the city treasury, largely to the bene- |
fit of ‘those who have the employing of
them. There is rarely a man among them

But the most interesting and “remarkable

BN

®

whether the paper is ‘taken

2flice or not.
8. The courts have decided that refusimgto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-ofiice, or
FOU
and leaving them uncalled for, i: prima
facie
evidence of intentional fraud.

What we need above all things in this
cily—and the same is true in the country
at large—is to prohibit all persons holding
office, or fn any manner employed, under

}

whole amount,

Publisher

to the the French authorities were building a nit
road near the god-house.—There iis also
convicted, and are serving fheir terms of a little subterranean gallery, with loculi much excitement at Yeddo, owing to the
punishment.
The principle is important, or graves to the right and left. These alleged attack on the house of the British
however, in its bearing on the remedies of loculi were intact ; thus the man reaped a legation. ~The polige were ‘ purstiing an inwith the legation and
municipal corporations against the politi- | fine harvest of precious ‘objects undoubjed- dividual connected
cal rascals to whom they are increasing- ly:
Amang those he acknowledges to supposed to be guilty of some offense:
ly fond of entrusting their funds. If ouv have taken out are a gold ring weighing against the Japanese law.
ow
won
‘ greatest lawyer stays floored on this ninety-five
49+
grammes,
‘with an’ intaglio
question, it will: generally be hard for con- pietro daro; parts of a gold necklace, silver ~ Washington Correspondence.
fiding cities to bring their plunderers to ping, &. This gallery,it is supposed,is conrl
# Ot
any timely. responsibility before a civil nected with the Christian - Hypogee on the
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 17, 1874.
court.
Via Aurelia. .
CONGRESS AND FINANCE.
A digger working in a vineyard

RY TE

:

I. D. STEWART.

south of the Villa Pamfilii Doria discovered

25.

RET

Dr. Dio Lewis says that Boston's temper- ance principles, but believes in the license
public’ of conscience, and the moderate practices of
To whom’ all letters on busmess, remittances of ance sentiment explodes in great
money, &o., should be sent.
All communications
meetings,
which
are
like
an
old
queen’s
fire a generation passing away. Some years
designed for publication Should be addressed to the
arm aimed intothe air,—a loud report fol- ago, a young man at a wedding - hes
Terms: F pat per year; or if pad strictly In AD"
He saw this clergyman drinklows, but no execttion. Whether this crit- to use wine.
VANCE, $2.5
the
REE IETANCES must be made in money or- icism be a fair one or not, a healthy public ing on the happy occasion, and follo
ders, bank Shek or drafts, if possible.
When
example.
It
was
his
first
glass.
He
is
how
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a feeling must precede any ‘effectual - temperregistered letter, All Postmasters are obliged to ancé reform.
There are some 2000 liquor a common drunkard, and often alludes bitregister letters whenever requested to do.so.
which
in
the
city,
open doors
of terly to this clergyman’s example,
8 thus sent will be at our risk, Otherwise shops
She
be at the risk of those sending them.
proved
the
means
of
kindling
in
his
Soul
Ld Togular chat
hatges for money orgers, bank
alk temptation, kept in violation of the spirit
ce money orders ma
and letterof the law. Temperance efforts, an unquenchable fire. He made a“
bos
oid ig amount due, when thus sent. Agents
will only misstep through a great and good cle
are particularly requested to make their remittances whether legislative or otherwise,
asPaaS,
sible and thus save expenses,*
man’s migake.
H. BUTTERWORTH.
close
these
doors,
when
public
sentiment
ty
rwarded until an oAplicit | order is
by the Publisher for their discontinuance, shall so demand.
In @ country like ours,
i.
LPS
OIL
sidsolved 3 by
Pye
of all arrearagesis made as relaw is a dead letter when public feeling
W.
New
York
Correspondence.
uc
18 parfacularly
uested to note
There
oF date on the label for the expiration of his sub- stands in the way of its execution.
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing are 2000 liquor shops in the city to-day, beyear, without further reminder from this ofice.
New YORK, June 13, 1874.
cause the public wants them, and if the city
The American Society of Civil Engineers,
officials
supposed
that
public
feeling
on
the
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
at a special meeting in this city, on Tharstemperance question was so advanced as to
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
day, took up the subject of the slaughter
from the post-ofMice—whether directed to his name or elect only temperance candidates, at the
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
dam at Williamsburg, Mass., and after
next city election, these 2000 liquor shops
responsible for the payment.
hearing an exhaustive report from James
If a person orders his
paper discontinued, he would be closed before the end of the week.
ont Joy all arrearages,or the publisher may conB.
Francis, C. E., chairman of their com.
tinue to send it until payment is made, and collectthe
Governor Talbot's position en the temper-|,
Rev,

the criminal causes; in which Tweed, Ingersoll and Farrington bave already been
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THE

Divinity,—a very pillar ini the past gapein:
Np subject at the present time excites 80 tion—who uses wine moderately at his own,
much ‘interest as temperance, and: even on table, received the committee of ladies who
this subject the sentiment is somewhat un- were canvassing ‘the street on which he
eventful and tame. There were three tem- | ved, much as Dr. Adams would haye reperance mass. meetings.in the city last even- teived an anti-slavery committee ‘before
ing,one of them in the Berkeley St. church. the war. Still this man holds to-“temper-
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Work.

the

Ww eather and
)

hot dur-

weather has been unusually

“The

ing the month of April.

has

mercury

The

\ gone up as high as 104, in the shade, with
seldom a day when it has been below 90
degrees. The drought is very trying, and
but for the copious. rain-fall in February
would be terrible indeed. Notwithstanding

delightful.

-

north and west of us, prices are compara* tively moder ate here, i. e., nearly double what

they were a year ago.

melo-

ganist discourse the’ Tost
dies.
So with man. In his fall his’ poAvers beHis likes
came disordered and perverted.
ud dislikes were reversed. His moral feel-

the awful famine, which now prev ails, at the

benevolence

trom

changed

Even our present \ ings were

the words

that

state

the

want

neither the assurance the
acquainted ‘with our wants
that it is received with his
2d. An answer may or
the granted request. The

borne in mind that

the common

to

and

conflfet,

irrepressible

positijon—an

laborer

per day fop hisservices.
How a mun with
a family of six or eight can manage to
live, by the laborof his hands, under such
circumstances, is‘a thing that may be sbelieved, but not explained even by us who

conscience, that divine voice within, must
be instructed and it must assert its authori-

reserves the right to do

that

in

that it is;a matter of

cerp, where they can

ebtain land

con-

vate. We have been obliged to turn off numbers of Hindu cultivators, remeasure and re-

distribute the land.of the Mission Farm, and
* while doing so, have been to some pains to
lay it out in reghlar plats, so as-to add both
to the convenience of the tenants, and the
order and beauty of the Farm.
This, together with reroofing the Mission
Bungalow (w hile we maintain a sort of
camp life in the Chapel), has occupied much
time of late, and occasioned some" exposure.
Still the work has not been altogether
suspended. Village work,
at evening,
has received attention and .afforded some
encouragement; our native brethren have
been -abroad, . mostly, however, to I
after

and

encourage the new

So if a man sins he may

there

remain

That

that &od hers prayer.

not heard ?”
yes!

“Then

1:go and ask

for this and

such as the infinite one can

not

turn

to

to

become

learn again

It requires no

lesson

r——
1
uncommon talent

difficult task to do

this

away

as

imperfect’

to find

much more

a faultless thing.

world

In

it iS easy to find

read

a little.

Madhu

advance.

J. ParLups,

brought into requisition in the
ait upon the Lord.”

»he

Gospel.
&

hie

;

but it

“

*

What is it? The word, divested of its sa. credness, would not necessarily restrict us
to the history of Christ. 1t wight refer to
any good narration, or good message.
It
comes trom two Anglo Saxon terms, god,
good, denoting the “thing that is good; or
goodness,

the

inherenf. property

thing ; and spell, history, story,

message.

of

the

tidings, or

Putting these two words togeth-

er we have gospel, which may stand for any
good man’s Jife and writmgs. 4 In this sense

the biographies and writings of Baxger and
Bunyan are their gospels.
The. word may be used politically as
well as religiously. The Proclamation of
liberty as # war measure, made by Abraham Lincoln, Jan. 1, 1863, was a political

in

heart, it is not requiréd that the whole

law
any

working

be

understood,

theorizing attempted in the case
or all of them;

or

‘dren have gone before him and

some

are

left a while on earth.
We are sorry to be
obliged to give such an imperfect history

and especially after a

year has elapsed since his death. We trust
God did not forget nor neglect, Bro. Belden
in that most trying hour, for he died praying for the church.

H

choice

Morals.

”

3

Faith and conscience have never

conscience

has

been

represented

ter,

and ,the

attempt

to

been on

as some-

recommend

one's

selfto God by obedience, so far from reach-

in deeper

any multitude or magnitude of sins, unless
he ceases to believe. For no sins can damn
him, except unbelief alone.
Everything
else, provided

his faith

remains

or

stands

fast in the divine promise given in baptism,

isabsorbed

in a moment

of either

by that faith.”

better judges

of what
so

bet-

ter, are acceptable to

God.

And

yet,

ex-

cept theoretically, no one believes-it. When
some gleam of. good breaks through the
clouds of a darkened

help saying, Well done.

nature,

we

cam not

When, struck by

compassion, the clenched fist opens and
the heart vibrates with the music of humanity, we np Jot 3 nual our praise. When
we read at
brutal British soldiers,
who, in Spy dungeons, chose to ‘die and

wisdom

understanding

come

will

short, wherever we find

a

genuine

obedi-

ence to conscience, a true reverence
for the

moral sanctities,be it in a marars for spiritual man, we can not seriously pércuade ourselves that God can look upofi such disobedience with disfavor. If faith and morals
are really in ~confliet,

humanity. can

dispense with the former than with
ter.— Independent.
|

lrétter

the lat-

wards. Tt is right to feel that God is great,
as he really is, but there is apt to -be too
much one-sidedness, one’ idea, matter-offact dealing in the usual precise form of
words. We do not regard God as an ac-

cessible

Being, as

it is our

new.

It may be seen in young

men,

who,

because of their superior advantages for book
knowledge and culture assume a dictatorial

privilege.

There is too much attempt to employ lan- %
spirit, look upon old men as fogies, and
guage as though addressing one who isa
to renounce long tried and suéready
are
sovereign alone, and not in simplicity of
because they are old, and
cessful’plans,
speech as ynto one who though a sovereign
isalso a Fathity

something.

to bear

his

child ‘ask

‘Give us this

dash off at once

for

upon

measures, expecting

day our daily

to

new

atonish.

and untrixd
the

world

tossed

parent

by

the

carelessly

There was no

or child.

But God

Greatness and Goodness.
—

.

hesitate whith to

choose.

No, the greatest

intellect which God ever bestowed I would

joy in the private heart,’Joins men more
tenderly to one another, and more earnestly to God. 1 honor intellect, reason and
understanding, I wish “we took ten times
more “pains to cultivate them than we do.
1 honor greatness of smind,—great reason,
which intuitively sees truths, great laws,
and the like; great understanding, which
learns special laws and works in details;
the understandmg that masters things for
use and beauty ; that can marshal million

oft-repeated

question.

work,

There
sehool

Infant classes, and classes of small-

er children in the general department, are

found to be numerous, ‘while in some of =
our schools there are but few young people.

There is a Sabbath school not far from Phil
adelphia having an infunt class which nunbers sixty pupils, and not a single young

was superintending the whole
»Daniel was a favorite of Jehovah.
He was so fine a Jad that all who saw
him at Nepuchadnezzar's palace were captivated by him.
The king, thinking to
make a splendid man out of this promising
Jewish material, proposed to educate him
in the best schools; and, that his physical
manhood might be equal to his mental, he
gave him a seat at the royal table. This is
his first temiptation. A King's table is not
a thingito be despised, if one has a good
appetite, as most boys have.”

Of course

he

will accept so flattering and agreeable an
invitation.
Why not?
He must board
somewhere. Can he find a better place
than

the pace

?

Had the nineteenth een-

tury boy been there, he would have said,
nineteenth century,

to be sure, but the representative lad.

But

Daniel says, “ No! 1 can not do it.” Ile
remembers .Jernsalem, the glorious city;

his imagination is filled with ‘the splendor
aliar, and

hears

the

the

high priest at

solemn

voices of

the service, while all the glory of the days
of -David and Solomon

gathers, like a sum-

mer sunset, around the holy hill of Zion;
Iris” young heart feels the presence of the
God. of his fathers; "and in the evening twilight, leaning his head upon his hand, at a
westward looking window in the palace of
Babylon, and thinking in deep reverie, he
is in his father’s home again,

mother’s

and wasting their classes. Talk about boys
leaving the Sunday &chool
when
their
beards begin to grow, apd girls slipping
through “our fingers when they -lengthen

their skirts.

and

feels

his

‘sweet Jewish home embosoms him, and he
forgets the king, the Chaldean teachers

ease,

decide

against Neby-

chadnezzar, Chaldeans, dainty royal tabl
and all.
.
But is not this controv ersy quite ont 0
the

Itis

sadly

balance

of powers?

On

the one side

his majesty, who is accustomed to have his
ewn way; on the other, a lad of fifteen,
and belonging Lo a subjugated race at that.
How will Daniel extricate himself? You
have resources.

He proposes a test

of the

matter for ten days; he and his special
friends, meanwhile, subsisting on vegetable
diet.
Let the “other boys gnjoy the royal

kitchen ; and
at the end of thay time, let
us see which are the plumpest and .stundiest, with the steadiest nerves and clearest
complexions. The pgoposition is certainly
fair, und, out of personal consideration for
Daniel, is accepted,

although

the

steward

knows he may lose his head if the king
finds it out. But the experiment suceeeds.

Daniel amd _ his fellow vegetarians stand
forth, altogether the best specimens °
physieal beyhood, and so he is allowed to
bave his Hebrew hobby aud ride it. For
three years he continues under the instruc-

tions of the Chafdean Magi.

At the termi-

nation of that period he is examined before
the king. His majesty is delighted. The
young man seems to know ten.times as
much as all the magicians and astrologers
of the realm. This, of course, means ol-

absurd. It

is

as

uanecessary and unnatural as for ‘our sons
and daughters to turn their backs on their
homes at an early period of childhood.
Some children do leave their homes in their
** teens,” but-in nine cases out of ten it is

aftey parental affection has died out on the,
home heart>.
Show me a Sunday school
wherd the waste has been great—a school
where‘thére are large classes of little children and little classes of large children—
and I will show you a school cold, heartless, icy.
7

* How I wish I was in Harry's 8

day

school. class,” said a little fellow one day to
his mother.
“ Why, my boy-?” asked his

mother, ** have you learned all’ that your:
teacher can tell you?” . * Oh, not that!
mamma—our teacher doesn't eare anything ‘about

wus.”

That

tells

the

whole

story. Av estimable lady, knowing that I
was writing om this subjeet, ealled to me
and said, *“ I can tell you why I left the
Sunday school ai an early age of my girl
Dood. It was because my teacher lost all
terest inane.”

When our teachers learn to teach well
and love well, them we shall have stopped
at ‘least two heles in the wall.—Rev, H. G.
Mas on.

kiss upon his brow, while, like a

this

to

seem

magnetism,

of

devoid

in heart,

dni

voice out of heaven, the paternal bemedictiou falls upon his ear. For a moment that

ligion in

still their pews will be

and

quarter,

crowded, while those teachers why are cold

*“ 1 think that. will pay; I shall take it.”
Not all the lads of the

teachers at the opening of

classes of such

every

matter, and «possess®a marvelous faculty of depleting

will see that, young as he is, he beginste

will die with them, and that the impetuous| dot touch if I were bid to choose between
will drive everything that and the goodness of an uverage womto ruin. They watch, as I once heard a an; I would scorn it and say, Give jt to
venerable old man say to the young men, Lucifer; give me the better gift. When I
“with a jealous eye,” and feel ®afied upon | say goodness is’ greater than . greatness, 1
to oppose new measures because they: are mear. to say, it gives a deeper and serengr

after-

that

be thrown to the tigers in the jungle rather and Babylon itself. + The question is settigd
Filial affection, e
than profess the religion of the Crescent,we {in his own mind.
science,
and
patriotism,
which include
can not refrain from moral approbation. In

«pirit within, When in the" “right frame he blood of young men
acts, the

left, for

the

tithegis of church and world, of natural man

sensitive mind, and great fear that

but, the right condition and

and

into the streets of Babylon.

&-

and

ed out of the old nest in Jerusalem
rough hand of war,

E. C. HovGe.

sens the influence they might exert for the
Take goodness, with the average intelpromotion of any cause in which they may lectual power; and compare it with mere
be engaged.
greatness of intellect and social standing,
The faultfinding spirit is not confined to and it is far” the nobler quality; and if God
age or-profession. It may be seen in some should offer me one of them, I would not
old men who seem to have a peculiarly

the

of their.

few days and died. Thus ends the brief
labots of a good man. Some of his chil-

ro

command to

But with these poirts in mind avd

Oneonta and Otsdawa churches, N. Y., one
year, and om returning home was sick a

and spiritual; put in such. a way as to do
violence to every dictate of the moral sense,
The
good Works of the natural man are deter calculated to criticize the works and
nounced
as foul and damming ; while those
words of other persons. The criticisms of
such men hardly “come under faultfinding. of the saint, though in appearance no bet-

sion, obedience, patience,—all of which are

Santipore, Apiil 29, 1874.

where his . wife died;
preached to the West

error and imperfections we discover.

is true and correct than others, and

says he is. from

Das

Put-

he labored 19 months, then he came back
to Putman, where he preached three years,
then he moved. to Burlington Flatts, and
preached to that ¢hurch about five years,
then-went back ‘to Putman, where he remained three years.
From there, he mov-

Faith

of all

selections

the

man or young woman in the school. Our
schools prosper, yét we lose the children,
They drop out of thee classes as they ad.
‘Daniel, at fifteen years - of age, was the
vance through their * teens.”
bud of Daniel in the full bloom of forty,
. ‘Where is the leakage? 1. In the faulty
and in the ripe fruit of Tour score. He was
teaching of the smaller scholars. A child
a mere boy when he departed,
With many
properly taught in the gospel will not drift
of his countrymen,. to Babylon,
But’ he
from gospel institutions. If Sunday school
was a boy whose story is worth telling.
teaching does notfortify the children against
He was a boy with good blood in his
veins, and a fine head on his neck. Hardly temptation to leave the schoo) at an early
had he landed on the banks of the Euphra- period, it is fair to conclude that they have
not been greatly affected by the lessons of
tes, when he was seleded, under the King's
direction, and on account of his handsome their instruction. And in all ‘such eases
person, for special training in the Chaldean the teacher would do well to ask the question betore Ged, and in view of the welfa
re
college, -*
;
of the class, Where have I failed to do my
It was a critical moment for Piel,
duty ?
when, sect down
amid the splendors of
~II children are pot held in our Sunday
Babylon; he was honored by this mark of
schools,
it is because the teachers do net
royal favor,
properly adjust the grappling irons, With
You will say it is too early to transplant
such” agencies as the Bible "affords, the
boys.
It is just the time when they need
parengal care and home influence ; the point: world has a right to expect the Sunday
when they begin to let go of childhood, school to retain the larger scholars,
2. Another leakage is found in the faulty
and are roused by the first glimpses of comaffection of the school.
Truth-power is ing mavhood ; the spot in life where the
only surpassed by the power of love. Prindevil takes particular pains to spread bis
4 ciple is potent, Lut affection is almighty,
snares; when the new shoots -of disposition and habit make woeod very rapidly; A teacher with a loving heart and tender
and thercfore, when a nest and parental sympathies is a great loadstone, moving
among children as magnetized steel moves
brooding are essential.
iron filings. You may divide the
through
But this young Hebrew “hero w as dash-

of the temple; he sees

does not seem that any advantage results
it.” Still ‘again, “Do you pray ?”
Then
suppose
that light begins to dawn in They see and are ready to admit the exWith the ‘teacher during an "hour “of so
upon
his
mind
as he asks—the word pray | cellences as well as the .imperfections.
in the heat of the day,and wherever he goes,
he has his book under his arm. He is seeming to be emphasized upon his mind, There are other men who overrate their
neither afraid nor ashamed to open his ‘Whatis prayer ?” realizing perhaps that’ own ability,and are constantly hunting :for
meuth for Christ. Our hope and prayer though he may have said over some. words
imperfections. They are like the carrion
by some seemingly felt want, crow or buzzard, that flies over the fields
is that this dear young brother may yet prompted
become useful to his fellow mien. We yet he has not really prayed, and thus asks, scenting and feeding upon every dead and
‘what is prayer,” and that though he
want to take him into our school here, and
decaying carcass, If they hear a sermon
-give him the best advantages possible for thoughthe engaged in that act, yet really or person extolled, they always throw ina
acquiring useful and, especially,
Bible he was not praying. He meant to be sin- “put.” Their self-esteem is so great, that
knowledge.
But we are compelled to cere—he thought he was in earnest, yet théy can not endure the idea that another
. move cauticusly both for his good and for prayer is not victually in the. words or. in is preferred before them.”
Poor, pitiable
. the sake of his example among his own the form of the words. What then is. the souls. Always feeling that they are not
.people. The three perverts at Babaigadia matter, what is prayer, and what is it to appreciated.
are still in trouble, seeking rest and finding pray ? The great matter is that there is
It is a great misfortune to any man to
none. Their fellow-caste people stoutly re- not simplicity enough—not enough -forget- underrate his ability, and so prevent his
fuse to receive them back again into caste, ting that we kndw something, and having | own usefulness. But it isa greater misfornotwithstanding the efforts of the Raja’ a- knowledge that we "do not know any- tune to form so exalted an opinion-of one’s
who appears to have accepted bribes in thing at the time, simply that we want
own ability, as to feel-that the most conorder to get them’ re-instated. The glad something and, like a child, come in all spicuous and responsible position belongs
Of to them, by right of their superior talent.
tidings are still listene@ to with interest simplicity and’ say that we want it.
by the people. Disscusions and ; disputa- course there are laws in the divine govern- It makes them supereilious and gives them
tions go on while the thick’ darkness must ment that operate in this case, that impose the spirit of *‘overseerism,” that is, offenbe dispelled and the true light allowed to upon the suppliant the daties of submis- sive to decent and modest minds, and les-

- now

in

native place, and stayed eight yea:s, then
he moved to Walworth, Wayne Co., where

a man,

a review

is

Daniel’s Boyhood.

Similar explosions of pernicious extravaerrors and mistakes, in almost every thing
gance abound, too, in our theology and pulwe see or hear. It is not, however, nec-J
We have all_heard the anessary that we should always proclaim ‘the pit teachings.
Some people are

“Why,

that,

this

a great deal of faulf, but it isa

why am I

pray?”

spe-

Faultfinding.

Prayer.

“But do you

born

*‘A Christian can not, if he will, lose his salvation by

A soul desirous of obtaining answers to
prayer wonders at his failure.
Then we
will suppose it to be said to him that God
hears prayer, and that this soul replies, 1
have prayed and do not obtain the desired
answer.” Still he is held to . the statement

hopeful,

was

little children.
Childlike
simplicity is a
ing its object, can only result
great secret of Christian success.
damnation.
Thus Luther says:
W. G. H.

—

though still laboring under oppression.
Several new members of their families appedi interested and have begun to pray.
The school is still very small, but doing
good. Jhampar, one of the converts, is a
young man, witha family, and dependent
on the labor of his hands for support.
When converted he was quite ignorantof
letters, but by dint of perseverance can

Belden,

thing which may well be allowed validity
from any more than he can deny himseif,
in the dominion of Ceasar, but which is ut“Take with you words,™--be simple, like
terly without authority in the kingdom of
the Saviour’s command to be child like.
God. Faith is the only passport to the latOlder ones frequently find that they need

We can not love it too much.
We can
not labor in it too indefatigably.
We can
not publish it too widely.
R. CLARK.
Ligonier, Ind.

Importuning

7

go
in Warrensburg, N. Y.
Then he
went to Rutland, Vt., next to Putman, his

of so good

[The next Sabbath completing the second

Meanwhile here are some
are w orthyfeading, —Ep. ]

man, Vt. - He embraced religion in the
119th year of bis age, was married at the
age of 22 and commenced preaching about

ed to West Haven,
then he. went and

schools?”

There is a reason for this inquiry,
is a sad Iéakage in our Sabbath

the lessons during the last three months,

——

Bro. Belden

8 3. Department,
quarter, the lesson will be

voice at midnight came,
He started up to hear;
A mortal arrow pierced his frame,

Lfew days.

his. way.

occasions,

and

of son}

‘4The

such are $pecial cases,

there are Special

an

cial endowments, and\special prayers, muy the best terms in Christian theology.’ The
natural sanctities of morals have been too
be inferred from many scriptural Bh
Such are short, simple and expressive, and often insulted in the interests of faith; and

“The gospel, Oh, what endless charms
Dwell in that blissful sound!”

converts “+

firm 4 and

an assign-

ment, 4.-€., give up all that he has and give
himself to God. By repentance he can forsake all sin and by faith’ he can accept of
Jesus Christ. The terms are not difficult.
It isa most precious boon to man.
We
should receive it.

inquirers. Madhu Das came in from Babaigadia last evening, cheered by what he had
seen and heard aid been able todo. Our
friends

make

many.

leaves

Ke

Rev. Henry Belden died in West, Haven,
Vt., May 15, 1873, after an illness of but a

than he had at first, the
he will now succeed.

is that

this place

Rev. pri

the soul is speci
impressed, and such a
petition is the promipting of the “spirit sent
forth” by the power|to bless:

probability

visitor

He fell, but felt no tear.”
:
GEo. WHEELER.

lieved,—and

And, having a larger experience

He leavés in
of usefulness.

w

means will allow,hé ¢an enter into business

again.

to culti-

all

ed friend.

aged wife and alarge family
daughters.
.

ty. It must control the man in all the Ie only being all wisdom, seeing the end
powers of mind and body:
from the beginning, knows what is suited
see it done before our face and eyes.
To effect thisobject the gospel was given. to every want and what to give—in what
When trying to prevail bn a company
way to give, and when to give. Then in
of Santals last evening to have a school | It came to bring back man’s disordered and
in their village,
swarming with
sleek, perverted nature to its original purity, and “the last is seen the duty of the suppliant to
though all but naked urchins, the reply restore it to the service of God. It enters have these essential points, submission,
was to this effect: ** Yes, children ‘enough on a work of repairs. It'seeks a thorough patient waiting upon the Lord, and waiting
renovation. It says, ‘* Ye must be born for the Lord.
“My soul, wait thou only
for a school, and with a teacher they might
The old life is left for. a new one; upon God, from him cometh thy expectalearn, but then, poor and distressed as we again.”
tion.”
are, what can we do? That child,” pointing. and it must begin “as a little child.”
The gospel does not, therefdye, throw
Still, “there are ‘cases that demand an
to one nine or ten years of age, ¢ will take
a bundle of wood to market and get two away a man because he has made a fail- immediate answer and the granting of the
pice for it” [about one and a halt cents]. ure. It offers him the opportunity to try request, From incidents and private exIt leaves no proper perientes it seems that there is’ enough to
How true it is even in this enlightened day, his fortune again.
that one half the world knows little what agencies unemployed for his "restoration. confirm this point, simple, unaffected, imIf a man fails in business and makes ‘an as- portuning prayer is indicative of pressing
the other half does and suffers,
:
The population of our village has so ‘signment to pay his debts. as far as his necessities,—a° burden that must be remuch. increased,

1874.

sick and the

a faithful

memorials

—

stat-

be supposed that a petition not granted according to the petitioner's glesire, is not answered, May it not be believed that ever
prayer is heard and answered ?
3d. In the granting of the request God

there could be no peace until his powers
Wrong must
were restored to harmony.
be subdued and right must triumph. The

receives no more than fiom four to five cents

R4,

and counselor, and the poor a ‘tender hea rt-

or wants,

he is any more
than before, but
approval,
may not include
friend applied to

holiwould not be ‘thought extravagant selfishness, from virtue to vice, from
prices
“Therewas
1 gives an answer either complying or
Satan.
to
God
fronf
sin,
to
Thess
§ ingAmerica, say 80 ‘pounds of clean rice,
the dis- ing reasons for not.
and
conscience
the
between
discord
Hence
it shou!
“or one dollar But'to offset this, it must
bé

JUNE

afflicted have found him

ing prayer, is _meant that the prayer is
heard, answered, and the petition granted.
But it seems a division is best suited in order to arrive at the full meaning: (1.)Hearing prayer. We may write to a friend or
vocally make our request, and whatever
may. be the nature of that request und whatever may ke his disposition to accede to it,
or reasons for not complying; -still it may
have a hearing with him. God’s hearing a
prayer is not confined to his listening to

ci

charming

STAR,

preliending the whole; ‘that in God's hear-| the upbuilding of Zion. “The

Hroush broken Keys aod aided notes,
must be repaired before it can send forth
Every
the charming strains of music,
uhevery
and
d
mende
broken key must be
tuned note must be retuned, or the horrible discords will conv ulse the musician at
every touch. Nothing would be more painful.’ But when the instrument is set in order and every note is made to fill its place
in the scale,there is Jo part of service more

Commications.
The

THE MORNING

HE SECRET.

The secretof the Sunday

jopl'teacher’s power 8 his personal

sym-

pathy. It is far more important than method. I hay® seen a man without edueation,
in a village Sunday school, have all the
boys about bis 5 in good weather and in
bad weather tht man’s elass was always
there,
There was nothing remarkable
about the
regsion
of his face; but I

found out thik,
inside

thal man had a boy's heart

of him, that

shone out of his eyes,

and went out of his meuth.
It did n't
matter much what he said, or where the
lesson was; by the childlikeness of his heart

he

drew

those

boys

away

from out-door

enjoyments inte the Sunday
where

the

sum

came

school

room,

down so hot, and he

made everything sweet to them by his sym‘pathy. The man who udapts his language
to the heart, and

can’t

do otherwise,

is

a

good Sunday sehool teacher. A person in
true sympathy with childhood, will net ut
ter a word that a child can not

— Edward

SUNDAY

understand.

Eggleston,

ScmooLs

AND Revivars. = Dr.

Stephen H. Fyng, in his ‘“ Forty Years
Sunday schools,” bears this testimeny

in
to

the value of such schoels in proweting reof religion :

\B the thirty-one years that I have been
a city pastor, I have received to the Lord's
table over three humdréd youth of both
sexes, direetly: from the Sinday sehool.
And I bave no doubt I might with equal truth add two hundred more, uniting with

us from the resulting influence of previous

Sunday school instruction. An early revival in St. Pauls church in Philadelphia

success. Their visions of
fice. 'For Nebuchadnezzar appointed his commenced in our weekly Sunday school
bread,” is simple enough, and yet as full of with wonderful
exercises closed, and
hopes’
their
United
the
and
in
$re bright,
officers, not on the basis of partizanship, prayer meeting. Tbe
gospel to the colored race
meaning as the ocean is full of water,
It the future
when, rising
dismissed,
were
people
These aresthe two extremes,
but upon the better one of proper qualifica- the
States. It was a most welcome message to is simple in that it expresses a common sanguine,
of our
sixteen
counted
1
place,
my
from
the slave—it was giad tidings of great joy. want, and full in that it embraces so much “the opposing forces,” the steam and of men nto an organization that shall last tions. Thus did Daniel begin his remay
I
floor.
the
on
knees
on*their
still
youth
“do
will
“preached
Neither
gospel
brakes on a Tail train.
erTherenever was a political
for centuries. I once coveted such power, | able career atthe most illustrious, _p
of our constant needs.. It is the inquiri
few
a
with
other
the
to
one
With more readiness of acceptance. They mindthat he leads, and when one desires to alone. Let us then as a people cease to and am not wholly free: from the madness ful, and magnificent capitdl in the world. went from
and pastoral converran and’ leaped, sung and wept, prayfind fault with these ‘apparently discordant ofit yet. see its use. I hopeIam not And for seventy-years this noble man con- words of affectionate
is that within that, unsation,
and
appointed
Monday evening as
machinery
the
ed and shouted and praised God and the know the way, there
arrange
elements, but so
ignorant of the joysof science and letters; tinued to fulfill the’ promise of his boyhood,
1gsponds in
Or
der divine breathing upon,
President. ~~
for the future that the steam and brakes Lam not of the pursuit of these. ‘I bow That which especially characterizéd him as an ocoasion for their special assembly:
action
until
a
diseovery
is
made.
A
desire
appointthis
of
notice
gave
I
day
next
the
But the gospel, as the word's is now used,
shall act in perfect. harmony in bringing reverently before the men of gemius, and a lad, was, first, his fidelity to his own conto the necessity of
ment, and over sevénty youth met me for
to the last depot.
limits. us to the life and doctrines of Jesus willbe felt according
4
the train SHisly through
gladly at their feet... But the man who viotions; secondly, his resolute adherence
the
want.
And
as
life
is
full.of
wants,
ac‘instruction and prayer, It was the divine
W——N,
* Christ. It is made up of his biographical
sees. justice and does it, who knows love to. principle, as opposed to mere expedis
cording
to
the
necessity
of
them
will
the
evangelists,
commencement of a very remarkable work
four
the
by
" gketches recorded
| aud lives it, who has a great faith, and ency ; and thirdly, hi§ heroic. mqral courmercy. The result was the addition of
of
and the epistles and revelation written by desire fn earnestness be felt, and should in
a boy is safe in the midst of
trusts in God,—let him have a'mind quite pge. Such
Rev.
J.
a.
Russell.
estness
and
fervor
|
with
Simpheity
be
God's
of
over one hundred, mostly from the Sunday
the apostles. Tt is the message
inferior, and culture quite a little,—I must temptations, They constitute the best out-y©
;
Ro
an
Hela
en
to
God
our
Father,
life
of
tothe communion of the. church.
proffer
the
is
It
man.
to
salvation
suddenly, May yet honor and reverence that man far more fit for life. If the woild is going to ad- 8¢
“Give us this day"&ec. ‘Father, give me . Rev. J. M: Russell died
of that work are now active
subjects
The
where they have deserved death.
residence in Concord, Vt., in the than he who has the greatest power of in- yance in the right direction, “the “boyhood
his
at
,28,
thig”—my
want.
‘We
do
not.
want
to
say
|.
repairs,
Christians, in the maturity of
of
system
earnest
It comesto us as a,
iin tellect, I'know that knowledge is power, of Daniel, rather than that of the Napole- and
:
There are 75k year of his age. He was84 ordained
grace,
Out of our derangement, and peryersion from our prayers, we want to ‘pray.
years ago, anil reverence - it; but Justice is “a higher ong, must become the popaiar type. =, 8.
1840, and came 10 Concord
th,
it
proposes
to
bring
order
three.
things
respecting
the
relation
of
|.
ha
the rightpa
‘,
iad
and has preached there. most of the time power, and love 3s. a manlier. power, and Teacher, .
and TontoRation to righteousness. It seeks prayer to answers: (1st.) of God's Jieating -gince, He was a man of God, and an religion is a diviner power, each greater
A newspaper is the only nSbomenk which to reinstate all our powers in the service o f| prayer; (2id.)- of his answering “prayer; | earnest laborer «in his Master's service. than the ightis mind.— Theodore Par. . Hours iN HE WALL, * llow shall we can drop the same thought to a thousand
GenGod as hywere at fitst created. . The in -1'(8rd.) Of his» granting the request.
retain
- the large scholars in our Sunday minds at the same moment,
The great am of his heart has seemed to he fer.
become
disordered
ely
the
first
of
these
is
taken
as
comstrument
that has
.
-
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.
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Truth’s efforts crossed and vexed,

Life’s purpose all perplexed,—

If thou couldst see them right,
1 think that they would seem all clear and
und *right.
;

wise

yet thou canst not know,
yet thou canst not see;

Wisdom and sight are slow
In poor humanity.

Z

If thou couldst trust, poor soul,

In Him who rules the whole,
Thou wouldst find peace and rest;
‘Wisdom and right are wel), but trust is
best,
"
~ Adelaide Proctor.

‘The Lesson

of Bethesda.

—

—

never receives an answer

Why did our Lord single out one sufferer, amid the many atthe Pool of Bethesda ?
lying in the five
porches or colonnades,
waiting for the moving of the waters. But
we do not read that the Divine Healer
wrought a miracle for any more than this
The

reason,

not even a wife or child,

to

his

sym-’

Jesus teaches uso look after those
is

one

lesson

to

be

dearned

at

Bethesda,—which siguifies the ‘‘house of
merey.” There is another lesson which
we would press home upon all our uhconverted readers. It fits their case exactly,
In all our congregations are more or less
of spiritually diseased persons;who are seen
avery Sabbath in God's House of Mercy.
Their disease is sin.

Whether

blinded

LY

Ait, or lamed, or withered, or paralyzéd, the
root of the malady is a sinful, unbelieving
heart.
They expect, at some time or
other, to

of

them

in hell.”

become

expects

Christians.

to

‘make

Yet every one

of them

"Not

one

his

bed

does

lie,

and
persists in lying upon a bed of ciiminal delay—waiting Tor they can hardly tell
what.

A word now to each of these.

One of you,

powerful

perhaps,

is

waiting

revival, when the waters

for
will

a
be

greatly troubled, and then
you will be
cured. But Christ nowhere tells sinners to
wait for revivals. ‘Now is your day of
salvation”;

and now.

don't

‘mean

to-mor-

row. Jesus Christ is as close to you today as he ever will be. No one else can
ever cure your wicked heart. Here is another unconverted person who is waiting
for some “angel” in the shape of a powerful ethrilling sermon, "or a peculiar providence which shall arouse you and do the
needed work.
You are- mistaken.
I you
thus dictate to God, he will not do your
bidding. A greater than any angel is beside you now ; neither is there salvation in
anyother. It is not more sermons you
need, nor startling providences; you need

Jesus.
Another

!
is

Bs
waiting

for

‘““more

canvic-

tion.” How maé¢h do you require in order
‘to accept Christ? How much did the cripple require at Bethesda? If you admit that
you are a sinner, and that, unless Jesus
saves you, you will be lost, this is enough
conviction to start with,
To tell God. that
you will never serve him until he smites

you with intense sorrow

for sin,

They were never clothed

|
M

millstone

BUT

the

Some of the plauets finish their rotations

The nearer

they are to the sun, the more speedily
Mercury,

quite - eighty-eight

for

instance,

days

they

is

esires, can be

not

in accomplishing

is an in-

to leave the, closet

witbout

some

he

will

show

great value.

A

I used

to defer my morning devotion till after-the
first work of the morning. But this summer, immediately

on

rising,

before

*

and

the.

heart

having

surances are

restore its fervor, and I am
ence.

When

soon

sénse

all is done,

of

become

pres-

I look back

oaa

in

Every-day
——

printed

whose

pity

place

on the door of a systematic

merchant

p

Have the courage

to

i

discharge

a

-

ral

An

|

have agehts who

its purity,

when it is necessary that you should do 50, | tho recent celébration of the 150th anniver-

ship

Co.,

—

Aenis,

or

otherwise,
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For all ailments

ions or subtle casuistry cheat you out of the
strong consolation.
You.can not err in
doing
as he directs. Be assured that God
is as kindly disposed as.in the parable of
the prodigal son he is represented to be. The
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Stereotyped, Printed and

one ever made.

in large | and as much pleased when they actually re- |

York for a censtant reference:

Address,

Book)

dovol. J Medospels,

“It can be

GOOD HOPE BUCHU

survives

| sirous that sinners should veturn unto

condition

NIVERSAL.

letters and put as the caption of the follow- | turn,as the strongest language of the gos- |
|
|
ing items, and placed ‘on a 2onspicuous | pel declares.—James Hamilton, D. D.
|
in New

compounded

Ques.

PUBLISH?
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| they express; and God js as earnestly de-

G—

“Moral Courage” was

are

tenor.

God and Father of our Lord Jesus,
ou are wise, you will let ho bold

|.invitatio!
us in the g

.
Life.

Bitters

Worship

of

Butler's

Have you written a Book which you wish to

So

iug no miscievous effects behind. Sr

the longest provocation, and whose love is
such that,when thg prodigal at last returns,
he presses him to his bosom.» Such is the

day spent with God, and give thanks for
all his mercies, commending tnyself to him.
And now [he added with the greatest animation] I can commend the plan to all
Christians. It has carried me ail through
haying and harvesting,
and in the busiest
ofit all I have had as much enlargement of
heart andspiritual joy as ever in my life.”
— Selected.
:
.
Courage

Father,

of disease.

a healthful

Thought,

upon

ws
onderfulWorks
wide
goer os

which are as harmless as they are eflicaciousgwhich |
de their work magwiiicently, curing disease and leav-

way and live. Turn ye, turn ye from your
evil ways.” And here he is represented as |
the merciful

|

v

the whole body.
&%~ These

wicked, but that the ‘wicked turn from his

at work

God's

affecting

Vo
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Restore Debilitated Constitutions.
Counteract Summer Lassitude.
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while people got the idea that Connot cure.
Remember! worthless
Condurango WILL NOT CURE anyr! Genuine Condurango WILL cure.

Build
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Aa Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the “ Hymng and
Tunes? and CHEAP EDITION of the *“ Hymns only.”

»

that

OUR CONDURANGO

+t He'is long-suffering, not willing that any
should perish.” *¢ As I live, saith the Lord
God, I have no pleasure in the death of the

warm in the morning, it needs but little to

again, with
a lively

for the

F

Bend for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET,

durango in the country.

himself

—

hh

1s the greatest alterative

It you have led a sinful life, and are now
ashamed and weary of it,—if you arise and
ga to God, he will receive you graciously,
and will abundantly pardon. All his as-

doing

aught else, I pray; and I pray tllI feel
God's presence. Then I read the Seripture
till breakfast, when I find my heart warm,
and ready to engage with interest in family prayer. At noon the*hay wants turn:
ing; but I push’on to spend a season in
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for he
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This point may be best enforced by the hath inviolably
words of a devoted disciple of Christ. He old age, I-am Tes and even to hoar hairs
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I regard as of
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"Beings are
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not

children, and hence they make no. provision

safeguard to us in the
busy scenes of the
day. Hence it were well (if ' every Christian would make and keep the ‘resolution
by which some have been profited, to have
so many seasons of prayer, and continue
them so long as to keep the heart in a tender and lively spiritual frame, so as never

who have nobody to care for them.
This

as a

from

draws forth the earn

every

pool of privilege or mercy in human life,
there are onc or more unbefriended sufferers,
whose
trials are aggravated by seeing
others relieved, but no relief comes to

them.

not have

paid the Lord. Are not too many of the
morning prayers of the closet and the family little more than laying a card upon thé
altar, a complimentary presentation of respects? But nothing less than such communion with God as touches the heart and

Jatby for the neglected, by curing this one
riendless cripple on the spot. “There is a
beautiful lesson here for us., Beside’

would

drew, well satisfied with the homage he had

assist

him into the pool. Suffering often makes
Jeonte gelfish. Perhaps then the loving
rd intended to rebuke the selfishness of
the neglectful, as well as to show

were

some of God's converted people are soon
‘matured for glory, by their nearness to
and intimate communion with the Sun of
in attendance, and the building undergoin
These
are
frequently
repairs, He walked up to the altar, lai . righteousness.
his card on it witha low bow, and with- known to outrun their brethren, ay (like

But this poor forsaken creature ha

no one,

gods

with the sympathies of children.
They
were never endowed with the attributes of

Bat this must be real communion with
God, and not a mere formal
prayer. Many
morning prayers are a sort of paying comliments to the Most High. A Frenchman,
t is said, visited his chapel in Paris, to pa
his daily devgiions, but he found ng priest

I conjecture,

is this: no one at that
1 of mercy was
50 pitiably unbefriended us this man.
He
had lain there
a long time, and been tantalizedby seeing other and nimbler.
patients reach the healing waters before he
could creep in. Others had friends to hel

them.
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borir as children.
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Let the day begin with communion with
God; let the disciple pass the whole day
in the spirit of prayer, and all its scenes
will be inscribedLa with “Holiness to the
Lord.”
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There were a multitude of impotent folk

single ipvalid.

professed disciple

his secular business become

# With thy dim mortal sight,
How meanings dark to thee
Are shadows hi2ing light;
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their foythology.

about his neck to drown him in perdition,
ity isthe Holy Child Jesus.
The relig-’
he must be a man of prayer; he must dail
‘ion of Jesus is the ‘only religion that dires
secure spiritual communion with God.
Ti to put its sacred books into. the hands of a
he suffer his business to cofsume his time child. No other religion ever conceived of 0
and spirit,
so as to deprive him of oppor- such a thing. No other religion dare ventunities
for prayer, reading the Bible, and ture its existence on such a venture as that,
oul communion with God, he must decay Sacred books of Hinduism, sacred books of $
piety, and his ‘service of mammon eats
Mohammedanism, put into the hands of
up his service of God.
No one who be- children, would shock authors and its vo- ©
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unusually urgent. Which is worth more wise unto salvation, through faith that is
to your family, an additional period of your in the Lord Jesus; and although the child
own blessed labor—or the blessing of God can not master their mysteries, he can beon your efforts, won by
spending
that lieve their mysteries, be can elucidate their
time in pleading with him in prayer?
The mysteries.—Dr. drmitage.
plea of want of time is essentially -atheis
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lives, doing their work Prof. Agassiz gave to it the best of his chemicals, as will be seen’by the advertisei
—
.
impatience
even to the end. The honorary worthy example for our Y. M's in other
strength,
students
of
Natural
History
who
well, whether it be preaching or farming,
ment in another €olumn. These medicines
A waving of green banners,
music ‘from
possess far frém a competency have given are having an extensive sale, and we call degree of D. D. was conferred on Rév. G. states. When this principle of church éxtentrading, carpentéring, or what not.
the hosts of birds, the sweet breath of flow-. Finally, June is all full of life, extending to’it generously, but in the face of all this attention to them. Let purchasers examine W. Quimby, of Augusta, Me., and that of sion shall permeate all of our associations,
ers, breezes stealing from the cool groves
LL. D. on Hon. G. G. Fogg, of Concord, we shall see an advanced movement in our
Frifl- -them before buying other kinds, The fivm
itself on every hand, as thought its -pros- the State refuses such -tnifling aid.
“and whisperigz bewitchingly, as though perous, sunvy days were without limit, ing indeed, but it is, not sogmall but it may
N.H., and Hon. N. Pingley, Jr., Goyern- Zion, and the blessing of Christ rest upon
bas a reliable reputation, and we know of
love were toquétting with beauty, a fresh But still there come days when it seems to serve to illustrate the’ policy “on whicha
or of Maine.
:
the brotherhood.
;
no reasoft why they are ot worthy of pubimpulse along ail the line of life, and—
The
Commencement
Dibner, a most welbe in a pensive mood, as though it could al- good deal of legislation now-a-days is lic patronage.
Bro. Jumes J. Hall, pastor of the church
?
“Yours Respeotfully, Summer.”
J ready feel the chill of Autumn and were conducted,
come afterpart of the festival which had in" Waterloo, Towa, writes:
The pretended reason for this
_-.
Already there is a delicious Junefulness | beginning to wean itself from its buds and action towards the schoo] is too weak to
sharpened the appetites of the company | I send you our morrthly report.
Our
mi the air, as Dr. Oldham might say, and | flowers. One can almost detect the sense deserve mention.
while
it fed their spirits, followed at Gym- congregation averages 150; 8, S., 80; addIt is fortunate, however,
we are beginning to divide our time benasinm Hall, where about 800 men and ‘ed tothe church, 8;. preached 10 sermons,
of thoughtfulness in the air, as though the that it seems able to survive and continue
i
P)
ds
and atténded 10 social meetings. Twentytween that activity and reposé which are | shortening days were already discovered
women
rendered prompt, effective and
about its work, in spite of its loss of State
one have been added to the church during
Bates College—Commencement.
season,
glad
service.
Short
and
piquant
speeches
they
as
my two months’ labor herve,
patroriage. The advantages of the system
The face waving theif somber ‘banners,
of the
swaracieristic
Sq industry
of
wears a smile, and labor is in } usher in the messenger of death.
followed, by the President, Gov. Dingley,
which
the
school
has
adopted
have
already
Bro. Cowell, of Ellenburgh, N. Y.,
Commencement
week
at
Bates
College
So it came to the rich magn of oil.
for |
relieved of its burden,
measure
a
Revs. Durgin, Waterman and Day, Hon. G. writes:
proved'their excellence, awd it may be cou- has been a busy and interesting one. The
er
G. Fogg, H. R. Cheney, Esq., &c. Altoamid so much gladness toil can not well be «Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for fidently believed that generous scholars will
Our congregation averages about 67; S.
people
of
Lawiston
have
shown
that
the
less than a pastime.
S.; 85. We have purchased a new instru;
muny years; take thine ease, and be mer- not let its continued bénefits be lost to as- college is a recognized force in the life of gether, it was a cheering and enjoyable
day,.as the entire occasion and exercises
nent for our church, and expect-our sisters
fool,
“Thou
him,
unto
said
God
But
ry.”
piring
naturalists.
words
few
3
Say.
oly
cond
3}. now, we
the city, and their attendance upen and
suggested by and fitting to the season, . sb |
were such as supplied a grateful record and to pay for it in their society. We ver
| this night thy soul shall be required of
:
:
:
their enthusiasm in the several exercises
much need a 8. 8, library.
Our church is
If we rejoice in the life and fullthose fitty-spoken | goo
be like
that they-might
——TBE HARVARD EXAMINATIONS.
The prove that their hearts as well as their a cheering prophecy for the young > and vital nearly ready for plastering, We
pay as
‘college.
5
ones that Solomon mentions, we would |. or tha season, let us also remember the
we build, by the tigely aid of the
H. M.
local examinations
for women,
hedds are touched by its appeals. The numseem to be accomplishing Something. F orf sere days that are to come, and be pre- Harvard
In the evening the Rev. Dr. Peabody, of God bless the Mision. 1 speak it in tears. .
we suppose that a reader must be ina | pared for them. God's grace is the only which we have previously explained; are ber of alumni and visitors in attendance Harvard" University, delivered the annual’ Others will reap ‘the benefits when
we are
Having that-we about. taking place. They are njeant to grows steadily greater. It is larze this
v ith Ho = Hest everlasting possession,
kind of sympathetic oo
dead. All things considered,wé -are prosaddress
before
the
#hnited
Literary
Socie.
[
.
e
{ can
o
»
¢
» his his attention
1
}
pering, with encouraging prospects. for the
be- furnish women an opportunity to pass ex- year—large enough to draw sensibly on ties, at City all.
nothing
though we have
lack nothing,
or r hisS thought
before
His theme was, *“ Comfuture.
amination in certain popular branches, to the hospitality of the ‘citizens. But every
plete Culture.” The oration was a pro‘all these
For hath He not said,
sides.
senson
It isthe’
ie < 2Q
sept,
test theiMzeneral knowledge, and to open draft is honored promptly and cheerfully,
Bro. J. M. Kayser, who has recently tak.
3
Tale
Pas
s
TT.
3
found and incisive discussion of the basis
things shall be added unto you” ?
Bie
So then, it Is Summe
the way of further educational advances and the supply does not threaten to give
en charge of the church in Winneconne,
of growth,
Likewise of weeds. . And itis
of culture aud its end. The current skepment to them. The plan has been tried tout.
Wis., writes:
:
thése that we wish
to speak against in|
ticism
of the age is the outgrowth of curBaté¢s and Hillsdale,
in England for several years past, and. alThe exercises opgned 6n Sunday afterThere is much fvork to be done for thé
this paragrapli.
No morally upright man
rept’ materialism. Respectable ignorance Lord at this place,
ways with success. ‘Ihe fact that they are noon, June 14, with the President's: bacand I think with a fair
will allow them to grow, either in his field
Both of our colleges held gommencement
can not grapple ‘with the problems of the prospect of success.
May God give us
. or his heart. It may cost a struggle to exercises the past week. The Yeport from held under the direction of Harvard col- calsureate discourse,at the Main St. church. fature; any Christian
-scholarship is com: p wisdom to euitivate this field for his glory.
lege is probably the result of a pressure to
His
text
was chosen from Matt. - 25:23.
keep them down. It must be at great ex- | Bates we herewith present; that from
As far as I am able to judge, the out-look
petent,
The scholar needs religion, cult
This is “Thou hast been faithfal over a few things,”
is rather hopeful.
pense of will and musclé that they are | Hillsdale is yet to reach us.”
The former admit ladies to full courses there.
:
taste.
He should be a
as far in advance as the college’ could and his theme was thus stated : “The rhag- - ure, refinement,
.
4
*
Bro. Morrell writes :
Kept out of sight.
Whether it be watching | must: have just’ celebrated
its red-letter
judge
of
good
workmanship.
He must be
The gen. nitude of our life-work consists in faithfully
The cause in
over the heart with a prayer on the lips, | commencement.” The President was able - seem to go atthe first attempt.
loyal ; he must identify himself with the age. mere hopeful. Baltimore, Md., is looking
eral jor preliminary examination
Bro. Dunjee was there last
performin
is
g
for
it.”
He
forcibly
“urged the fol- The
or over the garden with a hoe in the hands, | to inform the trustees that there is
good
withdrawal of scholars from political Sabbath and assisted in the baptism of five
young
women
who
are
not
lowing
less
than
points:
sevenGod
appoints
to
each
a
speit is all "the saii®t
We
have always no- | reason to believe that the+$200,000 endowlife is a distressing sign of the times. Peo- persons, and the revival interest seems to
teen years old.
It comprises English, cific work, and each should be content to
ticed that true men are the sworn foes of | ment fund will be soon secured,and that the
Bat the question that
ple
who hold offices of trust are ignorant be progressing.
French, physical geography, elementary do that specific work. They who learn, acweeds in either case.
We once
heard
of a
internal affairs of the college are
in a harovershadows all others at present is, “Shalt
|
of
political
science
and
political
economy.
botany or elementary physics, arithmetic,
we on to Richmond?”- This is the most
cept and adhere to the prescribed service |
minister who was advised by a shrewd- | monious and prosperous condition.
\
This
important
place for us to occupy in Va.
algebra
through
quadratic
will
THDRSDAY.
equations,
suceeed
;
they
plane
who
set
witted fellow-to take his
aside:
the
divine
next
text in his | new fund will
increase the cash endowThe
colored
population ts more than 2700,
geomelry,
history, and any oné of the three plan or order partly or wholly fail.— All | The exercises of the alumni
garden.
The weeds there stood two feet ment to $300,000, which will put the instiweeurred at and the Baptist sentiment prevails.
Quite
languages
—
German,
Latin,
or
©
Greck.
high, and there was no appearance of any- | tution on an easy,
needful and hororable méthods should be 10 o'clock, A. M. Prayer was offered by a desire is expressed to have a F. Baptist
self-sustaining basis.
The advanced examination is for young used to execute the plan and work of life. Rev.
thing else. .He actually failed as a minis- Considering that this was only the eighth
Around Richmong there is
G. 8. Ricker, of Richmond, . class church there.
women who have passed the preliminary Earnest, steady and persistent work must
a
lurge
colored
population.
Have that
ter within a comparatively short time. | commencement of the college, and that its
of 67; L. G. Jordan, A. B., class of 70,
point. once occupied by our people, aud
His parish became full of discords/™ and’ he | whole assets are, with ‘this new fund se- examination and are not less than eigh- follow the choice.—One must be true to his presided. 1 ‘he orition was delivered by g churches of our faith could be multiplied
was obliged to leave it to be put in order | cused, 8500,000, its real estate being val- teen years old. Jt is divided into five pledges, keep integrity, honor trusts, and Rev. A. L. Houghton,of Lawrence. Mass. indefinitely.
:
;
Mh
by other hands.
We can’t help believing | ned at $200,000, it must be regarded as in sections—languages, natural science, math- thus establish character and deserve and A brief abstract is as follows:
The Board at iis session in Boston, made
ematics, history, and philosophy—in one or win confidence.
Honesty should be ever
that if he had
Been
a
thoroughly
faithful
a very creditable
and
encouraging
finanliberal provisions toward purchasing a
The theme is “ Nobility of Culture.”
Alger
more of which the “candidate may present maintained, and the whole
gardener he would also have succeeded as a | cial condition.
testimony of says life is a search after truth. Popular educa;
house cof worship, and supporting Bro.
The practical. results will be life should be borne against venality and tion alone can preserve What the world has
minister.
Or vice versa.
A true man|
But this should not be made an excuse herself.
Dunjee as an evangelist in Richmond.
gained.
Few discover but- any
watched
with
great interest, both by those corruption in office, as against faithlessness trath. The modern field is broaderappropriate
would naturally make war upon all choking | for withholding further aid. The college,
than the
Bro. Everest, of Sauk Rapids, Minn.,
ancient.
We
study new, not only stars, but
weeds, whether he did it ‘with the Sword having shown what it is capable -of doing, who advocate greater educational advan- in private life.—The discourse closed with trade, commerce,
write.
:
and how to control and make
of the Spirit or with “one of Ely, Balch. & | will now be pressed by still “heavier « ‘| tages for women and by those who oppose a direct application of these pdintsto the matter useful.. How eyery mau should be indeIt
is
with
reluctance
that I write you of
and not rich;%
an important question
graduating class and a very tendér and ef- topendent
our wants, when I know by your chit-chat
Co’s improved hoes.
mands, and it must depend on its friends them. *
be answered.
We want a class of men above
fective reference to the death of several all parties, who s#all study all questions from in the Star that the H. M. Board has so
It is also the time of flowers. And we | for help in meeting those demands,
No
many calls for help, and so small an amount *
the scholar’s standpoint. Marked individuality
wish we could speak fittingly in their favor. | college, having reached the condition that ——A DiscovERY IN BrOOKLYN.
The warm friends of the college, whose relations is lacking in literature.
We need an infusion of of money to grant aid to the really needy
it in the literature of to-day. There is no char- churchesof our land; but perbaps you can +.
What a beauty their varied hues spread | Bates has, should be content
to remain Brooklyn, N. Y., school board have discoy- to it had been very fifimate. It was espe- acter
more open: to execration than that of the
over. the
fields.” But
flowers
of the | there. Its friends should not allow it to ered that the system of putting children of cially satisfactory to the audience.
scholar who makes culture the agent of selfish- help us by giving the name of some good
minister that will come. to our aid. Bro. sermon
annual
the
evening,
Sunday
On
ness.
It-was the policy of the ancients to keep
both
sexes
into the same classes jn the pubheart are mueh better.
We wish it could | remain
there.
Its present status is the
Miller (who recently left this for a better
knowledge secret from the people. Hence
lic schools is dangerous to morals, and will before the Theological school was preached higher
be made impossible for a month, for one to | strongest proof- of - its ability to compete
we have bad to rediscover a good
deal of the world), by his labers and efforts organized
lookstndie
fields and see the flowers there, | successfully. with the rival colleges ‘in its abolish it.. It"Would be interesting to know .by Rev. D. W. C. Durgin, of N. II. He wisdom of the ancients. We now nedd brother- four churches, which were - organized
ifito
among scholars. The masters of thought ea Q. M.
without beg .impressed with the lesson | immediate vicinity, and in time io excel just what is done in the, classes that the chose for his text the words: * Consider hood
He had the pastoral care of: three
may not be well paid, but they can aflord to be
of theuni;~s¢hichare
now left destitute. Our
they seem meant to teach. No eastern | them. If we inthe least hinder the col- morals of the children should be endanger- Christ,” from Heb. 3:1. Afier referring to poor: - Time sets all things right.
field is new and missionary grownd, the
king could array himself like one of them. |-lege, fetter its movements of in any way ed.
Do they use an indecent quality of the weakness of the meditative, thoughtful
The poem was given by Mr. George H. members generally poor, but earnest, workThey are fitting expressions of the beauty | retard its progress, we shall not be worthy text-boo
Stockbridge, dfithe class of 72. His theme ing Christians. We want a minister to laks, or are the hours of recitation and reflective element in the religious life of
that God likes to see mingled with the plain | of the credit which it may be made to be- occupied in some way unknown
to the to-day, he forcibly urged the following rea- was Tennyson's lines:
bor with these churches. It is a good field:
practicalities in his world.
How much Stow on the denomination.
for one who, by close study and over work,
It needs more average civilized community ? ,, If they sons for the precept upon the uttention of
‘‘ Knowledge comes, but Wisdom lingers,”
is debilitated jiud feeds pure air and healthy
better would he iike to see the meral life buildings, more professors, and larger faeil- had decided that" the boys and
girls those who were preparing for the ministry :
exercise. This climate~is just the agent to
teaching,
character,
his
in
Christ,
That
The
poem
was
of
unusual
merit.
An
adorned in a similadivay! “What is this! ities of-almost every kind. The hope of the
could not attend the same schools, that
improve one’s health. I suggest this, thinkhard human nature without those graces of | world lies in the highest success of just would be one thing.
Even then they deeds and relations, offers the great facts, abstract would spoil it, and we have not ing that some one would like to be workroom
for
the
whole.
_ love, «nd faith, and charity, and kindness, | such institutions as this. “Shall
the
comprehend
that
principles
and
truths
ing for the Master and at the same time
we break would be only increasif® an evil that they
and sympathy with our fellows, and pa- | that hope? Let us never allow the noble would seek to lessen.
Bat merely to sep: chief things which the minister needs to ~ At the close of -the public exercises a improve their health... We are 75 miles
:
tience, and meekness, such as even now | benefactor of the collegeto suppose that he arate the classes—what is gained by that? know and with which he has lo deal; and business meeting of the Alumni Associa: abeve St. Paul, The
‘Treasurer
sent
to
Drother Blackshed a lingéring fragrance ahout the life | has aided an unworthy people.
If the morals of boys and girls can not be Ho here is the principal nutriment for his tion was held, at which the new charte§ |
Lo,
stone, New Orleans, $50.00, and President
granted
to
the
Association
was
accepted.
instruments
the
as
well
as
heart,
and
mind
of Christ? That life renders thé best’ ‘serv- [= But this material prosperity of the college trusted to the association of the class room,
Ashley writes:
pete
~ ice which is the most completely adofned | is not its best sign of ‘inward power. The they are too weak to justify the trial of avy with. which he works.—Sueh a.study of
EVENING.
I
am
rejoiced
that
you
could aid Bro.
with them.
“Christ is essential to the clear and vivid
We wish our readers “could
literary exercises, (those in which the stu- experiment like this one in Brooklyn.’
The exercises of ‘ Class Day,” by the Blackstone. “T hope that pow he will be so
conceptions without which the preacher
not let the season go by without getting | dents both gauged their mental resources
relieved that he can attend to study.
The
new revelations
from the glories of the'lily | sad their -professorial training, mark its ——THE BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS. must partially or wholly fail.—Such a study graduating class, were held in City Hall, gospel must be preached to the South. * The
and the rose, and so feel freshly inspired-to { real condition. But the college will stand The six well-known gentlemen who com- alone will inspire’and sustain the enthusi- which was well filled with an appreciative intelligénce of the people must be gquick-.
Prayer was offered
by the Chap- ened and informed. These degrading pracexhibit the beauties of a well-adorned mor- | even this test, if we may judge from what pose the Board of Indian Commissioners,in asm that gives the preacher power over his audience.
tices and superstitions must be broken up.
lain of the class, Mr. C. S. Frost; oration,
truly
a
gives
alone
stuily
a
hearers.—S
al life.
uch
:
appeared last week. The unvarying testi- communicating their resignation
to: the4
The gospel must be so presented that it
by
T.
P.
Smith.
Subject,
“Latent
Genius.”
It is not the season of fruit. And that mony is that the examinations and the more President, take occasion to compliment him sympathetic heart, and without this, whatwill be 1 ght to the soul, These uneducatseason will never come, unless these weeds | public exercises were creditable alike to very highly on the spirit which he has al- ever ‘else is possessed, the preacher is sure An abstract is: Genius is not the rare en- ed ministers may be good men, but as far
{he | to be feeble.—This study brings Clwist close dowment that we think. It is possessed, in as teaching - and preaching are concerned
and flowers are properly ‘attended to.” We | students and faculty, It is gratifying to ways manifested towards them and
’
its essential elements, by all, but wuch of they are dark lanterns. =~
hope 1.0 ‘subscriber to this paper, and we | read the favorable comments of.a leading Indians, and also to add this testimony to | to the preacher, and the pgedehér close to
Bro.
Manning,
of
the
€airo
Mission,
it
is,
like
‘the
bud-gérm,
latent:
This
is
eleessential
an
supplies
so
and
men,
other
fecl pretty sure that no paying subscriber, | Boston daily on this point.
Isn't it some- the favorable workings of the ‘‘ humane
writes ©
i
2
for lack of opportunities for- development,
is credulously expecting fruit next Autumu | thing unusaal, and should n't it'attract the plan :"—¢¢ Reiterating our entire confidence ment of success.—The discourse. nobly exThe
¥.
M.
was
quite
intevesingabut
our
or
because
such
opporfunities
are
neglect» while really doing nothing to produce it. | best classof students to Bates, that prizes in the wisdom and justice of the peace pol: alted the Great Master,and uttered a strong
delegation
was
not
as
large
as
usual.
.
The
ed.
All
genius
is
dependent
upow
hard
like
Chrisdecry
to
tendeney
the
against
protest
$100,
$50,
aid
$25,
to
say
nothing
of
| icy, our conviction éf the capacity of the
* We do not care whether this is understood
tindes prevented many from attending.
fA
It/was thoughtful ip sah- work. In this is the real seevet of success. hard
to mean Christian or natural frnit. In fact the numerous scholarships,
The coHection was $33.05, which was very
are
offered Indians to receive all the civilization nec- tian doctrine.
‘—The
oration
was
well
coneeived,and
most
deand
style,
in
scholarly
and
clear
stance,
essary for. their welfare and safety of the
good for these times,
Some more than
it is all Christian fruit,—apples and pota- there ?
;
excellently delivered.
:
livered with real unction.
a year
ago the church in Greenville,
{oes, churches and schools, wheat and corn
But we are both usirg our little time fd frontier settlements, and all the ChrislianThe Chronicles were by Thomas Spooner, Ky., united with our Q. M.; they had a
On Monday, the examination of classes
“and good deeds,—~provided it is all raised filling our space. . We would like to be ization needful to their salvation, we desire
small house, finished in good style, bell,
nan industrious Christian manner, If any- | able to speak intelligently in this comnec- to express our sutisfaction with the progress was completed, to the high satisfactfon of jr.. They. dealt with Tocidents and remi- &c.” It was mortgaged for $150.00, They
and pearly
twenty mem- niscences, which séemed to be of great in- collected the money and
paid it to the pas. 20dy is particularly observant of the Sabbath, | tion of the exercises at Hillsdale. It may which so many of them “have already made the Committee;
bers
werp
admitted
to
the
Freshman terest to those who understood their signifi- tor; he united with the
Missionary Baptists
in
this
direction,
and
our
regrets
for
the
secanse it says “thou shalt not do any work” | be safely assumed that they have not marred
and Tailed to pay oyer the money. A mem- ©
on that day, let him remember that the | the reputation of the college.
Important necessity which terminates our official con- class of next vear. Quite,a number of oth- eance, and provoked much merriment.— ber of his church bought the MoH gage and
The
poem
was
given
by
John
H.
Hoffman.
ers
will
apply
for
admigsion
‘at
the
second
\ther part is ‘just as binding, —¢‘six days | questions, connected with rebuilding, &e., nection with this service.”—The reasons of
took
session. of the house,
but have
'
Subject, ‘* Four Years.” The poet traced found it a
r investment, and will now.
fhalt thot labor.™ We would impress this | were to come before the government. No the resignation, although not all stated, examination to be held Soon.
On
Monday evening, the: Junior Prize the events of the college course in rhyme. give # back to our chureh if we will
pay
hought, that unless the weeds are watched | doubt, a steady wisdom has secured their are manifestly such as the Interior DepartDeclamation called out an audietice (hat lit ~The Prophecy was by H.W. Chandler.
im his money again, by the first of Jan; hey will soon “master the soil, speaking candid consideration and fortunate settle- ment could the most easily explain. There’
erally packed the ‘church, and kept up sn It pictured the future ef the class in a most uary. The brethrén are poor, but will do
oth
physically and morally; them the |['ment. The friends ofthe college, in view has been considerable friction between this
all they can.
Will
not the H. M. pay one
unflagging
interest till nearly half past ten graphic style, and was‘received with Aeaf- “half
5.00) toward his worthy object?
lowers would shiink away and die‘unborn, | of the late fire, would ‘hardly let this op- Department and the Commissioners, the oc~o'clocl. Washburn, Nash and Salley took ening applause.—The parting address was The property will be deeded to the H. M.
|
* nd then there could be no fruit, neither in | portunity of improving both its condition casion of which has doubtless not been alresbectively the prizes of $100, $50 and made by ‘Wm. H. Ham, He spoke of the Society.
A: H. CHASE, Cor. Sec.
together
with
either
of
the
two
-parties.,
|
he Autumn of the year nor in the harvest | and prospects go unheeded. The nature of
$25.
influence and responsibilities of educated
Their
aims
might
have
been
similar
enough,
flife. June is full of sermons.
They | the crisis that is upon the college is well
The aunuab meeting of the Trustees-ocens. young men, then of the associations of
re wise who apprehend them, and for | knownto those who reflect how
. greatly it but their methods. were so variéd ‘that it
New Hampshire Yearly Meeting.
was
next
to
télly
to
expect
continued
harpied
a large part of the day on Tuesday,
be- the class while in college, and gave appro‘nly such will there come in the Autumn | needs the facilities of which late misfortunes
priate
injunctions
for
the
guidance
of
their
The last session’ was held * with. the
by real benediction.
he
. | have deprived it. We believe it is safe in monious workingin compassing those aims. sides several hours -on ‘the following day. confing life.—It is no doubtful compliment
Ashland church, June 9—11.
The meeting
‘But going from the garden to the church, | the hands of its friends. And go let us give Lo! the poor Indian. We fear he isn'tto On the whale, it was a pleasant, harmonious and cheering meeting.
The prospect- to the elocution of the speakers, to say that was opened by singing, ‘‘And are. we yet
‘they are very much alike in their sug- | both colleges the aid and sympathy that gain anything by the resignation.
Ry
ive addition of $200,000 to the funds,at an all, without exception, could be. distinctly alive,” &c., after which a most fervent: and:
petiqus and. heart-ministrigs,
—we notice | they deserve at our hands. Thus
ay we
Certain | early day, afférded much, encouragement. heard in any part of the large hall,—The appropriate prayer was offered by Rev. D.
at several pastors have been gathering | prove ourselves worthy of our geperation ~—A THRUST Ar THE PREss,
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up-a house like them, either. It won't be
| half as lonely here now you are with us.”
Thus did Mrs. Graham talk tg Archie until
he forgot that he was a poor, lonely, homeless boy, and began to think Ah it Jesus

- Jack in the Pulpit.
Under'the green trees
Just over the way,

The next morning Archie gave the history, of his sad little life, to his mew friends,

* |'not omitting to speak of his waywardness.

Jack in the Pulpit
Preaches to-day ;

¢

| “ But,” he said, * it was $0 hard to be used

]

+

Squirrel and song-sparrow,
“High on their perch,

that way,

Ringing to chureh.
(ome hear what his reverence

v
:

+ Fair is the eanopy
Over bim séen,

Archie. True, there was plenty of. hard
work, but he did it cheerfully and- willingly, for he was: no longer scolded for not
doing more than he could. Then, too, he
was rewarded by having hours for play
with the boys on the neighboring farms.
The schdol, though it was nearly two miles
away, and though he often had to study far
into the night to learn his lessons, was a
joy, a rich treat to him. There was something so new and strange, something so
truly wonderful to him, in those first lessons in Arithmetic and Geography. For,
it must be remembered, no one had ever
taught him so much as that ** two times

Green is his Pulpit,

Green are his bands,
In his queer little pulpit
The little priest stands.

In-black and gold velvet,
So gorgeous to see,

Comes with his bass voice:
Le

~~.

5

'

The ehorister bee;

Green fingers playing.

/

Unseen on wind lyres,
Bird voices singing,
These are his choirs,
The violets are deacons,
+I know by this sign,. *

.

five are
i

/The cups that they carry

America.

Are purple withavine.

or

that

he

Yet
I do not

new life gn Sunday.

. As sentinels stand
On the lookout, with
y
All their red trumpets in hand..

lived 4n

think

North

Archie

en-

school—these Sabbaths
’

Great yellow violets

:

:

Smiling out glad,

true

hospitality, : Ye only too happy ifif you

not ‘disposed

to

accept. Having heard of the death. of
their aunt and cousin, they had come. tu
claim the property, and at once took measIt was well known

that

Mr. Graham had ‘inYended to legye all his
worldly Jpoggegsions to Archie,but no papers
cogld/be found to

that

éffect.

So

all

was

taken from ‘him ; hoige, _ lands, ‘money,
everything, not even leaving
him one
‘dollar, toward paying for his hard fabor.
Archie felt that he’ was deeply wronged,
and bitter, scorching words sprang —to~ his
lips, but he did not utter them. He remembered Mr. Graham's last advice, and resolyed to keep his own, heart and life right,
even under such bas® injustice. Bidding a
silent good bye to the house and grounds

s0-desk 10 him, he

giv e you a home.”
“How much like

a

time.

himself,

were

a

sermon,

Ei
‘Grandi

My MISCELLANIES,
of ** The Woman.

“Crown

+ Night after night as Arehie returned from
school he found Luell lying on the sofa;

breathing with great difficulty, while a dry,
hard cough brought the

the face

marks

of pain

usually so peaceful, so full

ana M.

of

he,

but

through

the indulgence

of

Mr.

Graham, and of his teachers, he had been
allowed to follow his favorite studies, to the
total neglect
of others.
Consequently,

el School, and

her 4 childhood ; but

in classes

could

marching with his class.

of hearing a prayer even, keefing step with the children, and the
since his fourth birth-day, “until he became| m vement of his long, wiry limbs were the

not remember

Craik,

author

of

* The Cousin’from

A VOYAGE

TO, THE

FORTUNATE

ISLES, Etc,

~ By Mrs. 8. M.B. Piatt, author of “AA Woman's
Poems.”
Boston: Jamés R, Osgood & Co,
1874. 16mo. pp. 179,

PRUDENCE PALYREY. 'A Novel, By Tho
. Salley Aldrich.
wm e Publishers,. &c. gr
pp. 8
:" Ife have lately received fewer volumds from
this House than heretofore, their quality ‘has

panionsbjp of summer tourists.

They illustrate

possessed of choice qualities.
One of the best of this class of books for the
present season is Rev, Mr. Prime’s * Under the

vited

«Ob, no! never, never! I do not underd why I must suffer thus, but God

into choice

Trees.”
neous

company

It is a volume

must itself be first

madeyp of” miscella-

papers, sketches and stories, the

-most of

draw material.

The

volume of

some of the author’s best work.

poems contains

She isa poet,

a statement which it didn’t need this book to
verify. Her late volume entitled“ A Woman's
Poems,” for delicacy of expr
ession, artistic feel-

ing, and originality, stood alone.

She is unique
it may be, but her genius and individuality are, .
unquéstioned. These qualities all appear
in the
present volume,

while

purity of

sweetness and grace of utterance keep

sentiment,

them fit-

ting company, It is only the first poem of barely

gives name to the volume.
which were written out doors during summer thirteen pages that
ty of choice topics, and
rests on the Hudson, among the Alps, and in The others are on a v
there is hardly one of an. ordinary quality. No
other inspiring places. They are not ali scenfiner poetry has-been written in a hundred years.
ery-descriptions. ‘Far from ib, - Heal life is inJust notice how wholesome is the leshon which
terpreted on these pages, and oneis amused and
instructed by turns as he peruses them. To the first poem imparts:
mention the chapters on ** Lying and Lending,”
" Loving

and

Doing,”

‘ A

Parson's

Story,”

“ Aubert “ Dogs,”
“The
Adirondacks,”
‘ Sunshine”
and *“ Prophets
and Prophetesses,”
will indicate the range of the author's fancy ,and
hint at the variety of entertainment which the
volume affords, The book entitled “ I go a Fish-

is un-

asked Mr, Rowe,

Tn fact,

like certaln

last five years,” answered the father.

kind to you, and thus lose faith in him?’

ITis attempts at

By Wilkié¢ Collins, author
in White,” ** Armadale,”

the important fact that whatever would be in-

marred ;" said Luell, with a bright smile.
“But do you never feel that God is un-

of children,
not

pp, 313.

these attacks of coughing and intense. pain
have come on every day, only during the

“I suppose it i} because my heart

one of whom was over twelve years of age.

octavo

regularly each June dressed in ‘their handsomest and furnished most attractively, to the end
that they may catch the fancy and win the. com-

short

and in truth no one had studied harder than

Samuel - Irenwus

we do hot now’ think of an ordinary book that
These two volumes. indicijte
kinds of food, that have their season.
This is bears its imprint,
particularly true of those volumes that come out the choiée sources from which the publishers

“She has never known a day of freedom
Sigee

By

lie so br

Ana life and death are all the same with Goa,»

New York: Harper & Brothers. 1874.

, There is a certain class of? books,

My) Marshman.
suffering

‘THE TREES.

they

‘But His eternal day knows no to-morrow, ond:

and ** Mildred.” Same Publishers, &c. { heen. quite
to | _ Toda”
up {0 its excellent standard;
16mo. pp. 235.

heavenly “trust and submission.
‘How
long has Luell suffered thus ?” he asked of

from

+ .'We can not see His roads,

Bie.

2 &e. Same Pyblishers, &e. 12mo, PP: 426. .
Miss Moore. A, Tale for Girls. By Géorgi-

“Five years! Five long years of such.
suffering, and: “Yet, through all, she had kept
at whatever cost of toil and study, - as sS00n that face. ~ How could she ?”
as he earned sufficient mdney to take him’
“You must talk with her yourself. It
there, he bought a ’'ticket for W.
y 8 may increase your faith in God: She will
flourishing town in thé ‘‘great West,” and be easy this evening, and ready for »converwhen there he inquired eagerly for’ the, sation,” terms on which he could be admitted to
“Luell,” said J udge Marshman that
the Normal School.
evening, “Mr. Rowe wishes to know how
Archie had intended to employ, to the it is that you have kept your face unmarred
__
very best advantage, all his school-hours, through these years of suffering.”
Haying decidedto educate

4erty
y

Graham 3?
Prime.

wa—

“ Vainly we weep and wrestle with our sorrow—

him,

a source of: This was a souree of deep mortification to
and

{

UNDER

constant delight to our little wide-awake our young friend, who now realized his
boy. He had never seen the inside of a awkwarduess more than ever, especially in
‘church, never heard

us to

kind offer, feeling that he did not deserve
such blessings as. were tiowered around

went to a neighbor's.

There he obtained employment for

will allow

Archie thought, as he gratefully accepted, |

With its long ride to when examined, he was placedin the Mod-:

and from church, the singing, the sermons,
the prayers, and, above all, the Sabbath

faced anemones
rooping and sad,

-

ten,”

joyed anything with a keener zest than the

The celumbines bravely

Buttercups’ faces
Beaming and’ Brights.
Clovers with bonnets,
Some red, some white
Daisies, their fingers
* Half clasped in prayer;

mean.

This was the beginning of a new life to

>

Painted by Nature’s hand,
Black, brown and green.’

—

feeling

{Fm sorry now, though. »
“ You shall not be tried so cruelly now,
my boy,” said Mrs, Graham, * and I'm
sure you'll do well.”
*“ Oh, T could do anything
for you!” Archie replied, and he was good as his word.

Hear-the sweet lily-bells

Rises to say
In kis queer little pulpit
This fine Sabbath, day.

I couldnt help

with

This, however, they were

_| ures accordingly.

.

{ had helped him,

v

——

he welcomed them

ing,” by the brother of the

: one of the most success(ul present author, was
of last season’s summer books.

The

merits

of this one

are not a

whit below it. Its choice and elegant diction, fin

ished style, deep and loving acquaintance with
men and things, and withal the pleasant and
hreezy nature of its sea and mountain sketches,
make it just the book to minister to the pleasure
and profitof all dppreciative summer idlers.

knows, and in the ‘sweet by and by’ I
shall know too. Till then I am content to
wait, trusting ever.”

Archie felt that Ler faith and patience
gdve him a deeper,-traer faith in God and
The papers which mdke the contents of the
his mercy, and daily he thanked him for the « present volume of Wilkie Colling’s works were
way by which he had been led. When, at most of them written some time ago, and pubtheir request,he gave them an account of his lished in Household Words and Al the Year

reaming to find join and oh
to
©

2

They he

“ Such lot Was theirs.

Such 16t will be

Ah, much I fear me, Jur and mine.
Bucause our air is col
summer in some a
shine
- Wek leave the Fortunate Isles behind,
The Fortunate Isles to find.”

"

But those are by no means the fluest verses in
,
the book.
If we were seeking for a perfect example, hu-

.

maply speaking, of the combined poet and story.

teller, and had Just found

should stop.
and

verse

out Mr. Aldrich, we

He not only did well in both prose
when

he

first

appeared

in

primt,

but he has been constantly doing better since.
Some of his earlier ballads are exquisite. His
later ones are invariably so. And, as if to show

that the delicacy of . thought. aud expression
of much amusement, and of many
Round. They embrace sketches of charucter, which give poptry its charm is a unit with that
life,
ending
with
a
recital
of
his
work,
his
prayers, and ‘praises too, heard in that aid
or sneering remarks from the
papers on social topics, views of life and society, which makes prose both finished snd graceful,
home, and let us trust that all of Archie's young ladies and gentlemen in the Normal study, his trials and his joys adhe Normal, aud a large variety of pen-and-brain products, he has given us several stories which hardly
Dandelions, proud of »
J
His exquisite “ Marjorie
Department; and even his teacher, though" Mrs. Marshman said,
life will be benefited by them.
such as will warrant them a continuance of that needto be improved.
The gold of their haigs
&
“It is the greatest wonder that you were public favor which greeted their first appear- Daw” will doubtless linger in the minds of mu‘usually
kind,
could
not
refrain
a
smile
at
some
In
all
this
happiness
our
little
friend
nevInnocents, children,
3
ny a reader as really as though his elusive art ance,
er forgot the strangers -who had brought a comical remarks about Mr. Rowe, ‘and the not led into temptation.”
Guileless and frail,
"1?
bad not finally convinced us that there was no
the
illustrate
to
meant
is
story
Craik’s
Miss
#*I.was often tempted, and, that grace
| passing sunlightto his dark life, and: he feet that carried him.” Archie’s keen sperTheir meek little fuces
And so of his other stories. They :
trials of a new teacher in succeeding to. the such person.
was
given
me
to
overcome
these
temptaUpturned and pale;
often expressed the wish that Luell and her ceptions saw all this, and so deeply did it
and loved, instructor has evinte knowledge of human nature, and many
place which a popular
Wildwood geraniums
parents could know.whata good home he sting that he was often temptedto reply to tions, I believe was be¢anse of the prayers jusc left, It will be exifiuially interesting to the of them a deep sympathy with wronged humani"Allin their best,
*
had found.
their sneers with his old, witty sarcasm, but of God's children.”
large class who have experienced some of the ty, while for richness of humor, and as eviden""Languidly leaning,
“I knew it! I knew it all the time! God
trials. But in this case the new teacher won by ces of a genial spirit and a native grace of
Thus four years Passed. years full of toil, remembering Mr, Graham he did not do it.
In purple gauze dressed ;:
and expression, they have been rarely
and ridth with happiness to Archie Rowe. Some of the teachers, noticing; his sile nce, | always hears us when we ask so earnestly ;” love and firmness even the most perverse, and thought
All are assembled
This story of Prudence Palfrey exhilwhen she came to die there was no exception of equaled.
hal&whispered
Luell,
her
white
face
radiant
Years
of
which
the
young
man
can
hardly
thought
him
wanting
in
ordinary
sensitiveThis sweet Sabbath day
tearful mourners.” ‘Some of the pages are a bit its all the tact, grace and skill of the author's
with
joy.
speak without
a tear, so full of child-like ness, but Prof. Curtis read him more truly.
To hear what the priest
dull, but perhaps that shouldn’t be mentioned in art, and will be prized by every fover of a thorIn his.pulpit will say.
I can not go on with my acecunt of Ar- connection with so wholesome'a story. This is oughly good story,
trust and hallowed joy do they seem. And He felt that beneath that sileft exterior
in that time Archie grew up, so tall, so there were burning heart-throbs; yes, and chielRowe’s life,for our Professor is at pres- one of a series of ** Books for Girls” which the FINDING His FoOoTPRINTS. By Sophie E. EastLo, white Indian pipes
>
slim, so unlike his former self that one wells of tears which their gaze could not ent only twenty-three years old. Thus; Harpers issue, and which are either written or
man. Boston: American Tract Society. New
On the green mosses lie ;:
Fork: Hurd & Houghton, 1874. 16mo. pp.
‘Who has been smoking"
surrounded with friends; and blessed with edited by ‘ Miss Mulock”—the present Mrs.
conld hardly recognize him. Kindly and fathom.
Craik. Profamely so nigh?
Archie was alone in his room. The day Jhe love dnd reverence of his pupils—trustpatiently Mrs. Graham and her son had
Miss Eastman writes with a purpose. One
Rebuked by the preacher
helped him to overcome his faults, and they had been one of more than usual trial to him, ing in God, and trying to do right—we THE CATACOMBS OF ROME, AND THEIR TESTI- may be almost sure of getting a wholesome stoThe mischief is stopped,
MONY RELATIVE TO PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANI- ry when she puts herself to the
were pleased to see how wel]
he had suc- and he fell into his old habit of speaking his leave him.
task. * FindBut the sinners in haste
TY. By the Rev. W. H. Withrow, M. A. ing His
>
Sb
thoughts.
Footprints” 1s emphatically so. It receeded. One thing they failed to notice,
New York: Nelson & Phillips. Cincinnati:
Have their little pipes dropped =
lates the experience of a faithful teacher in tryHitchcock& Walden, 1874. 16mo. pp. 560.
“fy can not longer endure it,” he said;
and it was something which at that time
¢
Maggie's Fault.
Leét the wind with the fragrance
A LIFE THAT SPEAKETH: A Riogra hy of Rev. ing to direct » company of wild and thoughtless
Of fern and black birch
troubled him seriously—namely, his" sensi- “these jeers, and taunts, these ‘biting sarGeo, P. Wilson. By Daniel Qlark Knowles. but at the same time kind-hearted and generous
Blow the smell of the smoking
tiveness, his ‘painful awkwardpess in the casms! It will drive me mad!” He said Ihave a little girl whose great fault is
Same Publishers, &c. 16mo. pp. 229.
| pupils to the higher life. The task was long and
Clear out of the church.
presence of strangers. So sudden had been no more. . There was a rap-at the door. It forgetting. She forgets to hang up her
The volume on the Catacpmbs of Rome is the tedious. The perplexing features of the Seriptthe transition from a little boy to a very was Prof. Curtis—the one whose smile dresses; she forgets to put buttons on her result of careful study and patient and extensive ures, such as the miracles, &e., and the general“
So much for the preacher,
The sermon comes next ;
tall one, that, like many ‘another vouth, he and glance of approval had cheered him shoes; she forgets where she left hér mit- investigation. There is no doubt thay the tm- ly perplexing experience of daily life kept plaguShall we tell how he preached it’
was at a loss to know where to put his when all else seemed dark. I may nelre- tens, or the hammer, or her thimble; she agination has been the chief authority for much ing and hindering them. But finally * the God’s
that has been written on this subject. One treatAnd where was the text?
or
blossomed under the windows,” and
hands and feet.
Grandma Graham never cord their conversation, but when the Prof. forgets to come home when she is told to. ing a theme so marvelous, could hardly keep his glory-seed
the teacher’s heart was glad. Even the UnftariAlas, like 00 many
ol
left
that
little
room
Archie
was
happy.
saw
this, and what wonder ? for when
Yet she always seems sorry when [ talk to statements within the bounds of probability. But an Woman's Committee on Sunday school liter
Grown-up folks who worship
her, and means, I think, to improve; but this present book aims only at telling ‘the actual ature might select this book
Archie talked with her, he'was so perfectly« Heaven bless such teachers.
ook for heir library.
In man-builded churches to-day,
Step by step Archie advanced in his stud- she does not: Every week, it it finds her truth, presenting the account just as the most.
at ease that he never thought of his own
“We heard rot the preacher
THE PROMISE AND THE PROMISER. By Anna
ies. Higher and higher he went in the ‘ho worse, does not find her better. I ‘often authentic history and the ‘most fiithtul observalooks.
vie
Expound or discuss;
Shipton, author of ** Tell Jesus,” *
Wailing
tion
presented
it
to
the
author.
But
even
herd
Hours,” &e. New York: Warren & Wyman,
‘We looked at the people,
After these years there was asad change. classes, until those who kad made the most wonder how it happens.
In other respects
13
Bible
House.
1874.
Paper
covers.
16mo.
And they.looked at us;
Mr. Graham was suddenly, stricken with sport of him would gladly have been con- Maggie is a good child. “She is an indus- it is marvelou# enough. Those wonderful subpp. 210.
terrarfean galleries,” by which
large tracts of
We saw all their dresses,
fever, accompanied by ~déWrium. Three sidered his equal. Full well they knew -trious little girl, and speaks the truth. But land near Rome are honeycombed,
The author of this volume is endearing herand where
Their colors and shapes,
self
to many Christian hearts both in this counthat
in
the
recitation
room
they
could
not
weeks
he
lingered,
between
life
and
death,
all
these
fine
qualities
are
almost
spoiled
by
.the early Christians found escape from their |
The trim of their bonnets,
then consciofsness returned, and holding compare with'him. There were times when forgetfulness.
It'leads to much disorder, persecutors or burial after death, suggest no try and England. The half dozen books which
The cut of their capes;
:
Archie’s hand he said, “Tam glad I can Archie was tempted to say, ‘‘Now laugh at as you may suppose. I should not like you tame story. Besides, the information contained she has written, and which constitate ** The AnWe heard the wind organ,
na Shipton Library,” all breathe the spirit of
The bee and the bird ,
I
leave you together, you and mother. You me if you wish,” but he was silent, and in to see her room; and I can not depend, of in the book, embracing 4s it does an account of true devotion,and would be found helpful teachthe
structure
and
history,
the
art
and
symbolism
Sut of Jack in the Pulpit
the
language
of
his
boyhood,
‘‘minded
his
wil] be ‘all she has, I need not ask you to
course, that what I tell her will be done.
ers 1o ¢very sincere reader,
In the present vol‘We heard not a word.
In his eager pursuit I could not for a long time think bow she and the inscriptions of the Catacombs, is of a ume she chooses such subjects as *‘ In Life and
be kind to her; you have always been that. own affairs mostly.”
valuable
and
interesting
order.
It
is
profusely
—J. G. Whittier.
I thank God for sending you here.
You of knowledge he had forgotten to trouble could forget so.
I have found out now; illustrated, and onthe whole makes one of the Service,” “ The Banished Brought Heme,” * In
the Desert,” * Abidingin the Vine,” &ec., and
must lay me. down beside of” Alice—yon himself about his bashful! manners, ‘and the Bible told me. God says in it, My
-best
torical volumes on that special subject
every page speaks of the Jife of faith fn which
know, Archie—then come home and live they had gradually but completely, disap- son, forget nbt my law; but let thine heart “that has lately appeared.
yi
-the author evidently abides.
| bere? All will. be yours. When tempta-. peared, leaving him in possession of a fine, keep. my commandments. ” . Whatever is
The Biography here presented is a loving ace
count
of
the
life
#d
service
of
Rev.
Geo.
P.WilDodd & Mead, New York, are winning ingraceful
figure;
and
when
he
gradnated,
tions come to YOU'S o others, resistethem.
= doue from the ¥eart is ‘done quickly, and
“
Keep your heart and your life right, what- there was no more thorough, no more brill- done well. Poor Maggie, slas! has ‘no son, who was born In Lowell, Mass., in 1830, ereased public confidencd*by the standard of
and whose life was remurkable in its circle of
Besides adding “ DAVID
Archie Rowe. ;
iant scholar, and none who merited-higher heart in it, therefore she forgets and dis- influence for the help it afforded the downeast their publications.
ever else may go wrong.”
CROCKETT: His Life and’ Adventures,” to their
. BY MARILLA.
bo airy
After
affectionate.
words.
ofeparting
with
praise
than
Archie
Rowe.
AE
Teachers and obeys: “ And many a mother is grieving and neglected.. It is dedicated to the city of list of American Pioneers and Patriots, they
aa ya
——
—
€
“nis mother, Mr. Graham
seemed Wholly class-mates gathered around him with hearty over this same fault in her dear
Lawrence, where Mr. Wilson labored effectively have just issued ** FETICH IN THEOLOGY: OR,
chi
CHAPTER III.
exhausted, and remained in an ‘apparent congratulations. From being the object of and perhaps many a poor child is grieving for many years. The Book will be especially. DocTRINALISM TWIN TO RITUALISM,” and a
“I want to find a place to work;- will stupor until towards sundown ;. then there sport; he had become a general favorite.
prized by those who
for it too. ‘How shall I remember what with the subject of it.were 3 intimately acquainted 12mo. volume of 48 pages on “ PRAYER AND
you hire me, sir?” asked Atchie in his was a glow, a radiance on his ‘countenance There were many with whom it was hard
THE PRAYER-GAUGE.”
The first-of these two
mother says?” ; How came I to forget?
volumes is one that will get considerable public
prompt way, coming up to Mr. Graham, as he exclaimed, *¢ Jesus—Alice? Oh, glo- for Archieto part, but no other held his
Mosk EVANS: A Simple Statement of the Sin- attention. It is in the main an attempt to expose
who was just entering the neat little farm- rious brightness !” and the spirit had wing- true, manly heart’ so closely as did Prof: —feeling ashamed, and sorry; and.mortified
‘gular Facts of, his Case.
By William M. Bu- and rebut the fallacies of - Dr, Hodge’s argument
ascan be. My dear child, I can only tell
house.
.
ker, author of & Inside, a Chronicle of Seces‘| ed its way to the homie
of immortals. Cartis.
in his effort to establish Calvinism..
Tt is both
you
to
fall
down
on
your
knees
before
God,
sion,”
“
The
New
Timothy,
” &c, New York:
“YI don’t know. What can you do?” There lie would be unifed to Alice—one
. “My life will always be better aud bright- and beg him to give-you that ‘‘new
Hurd & Houghton. 1874. 16mo. PP. 317.
a metaphysical and a theological work, being,
heart”
was the thoughtful reply.
who would have been his had not death ‘er for your kindness,” Archie said to Lim
hich the Bible tells .of, filled
¥ the Poems. By Celia Thaxter. Same Publishers. as the author states, the résult of a thirty years’
Oh, I can milk, and drive oxen, and claimed her—united, not with earthly ties, as he took his hand in parting.
&c. Square 16mo. pp. 188.
preparation of a theory of Ethics, the study necspirit of humble, faithful love. That will
rake hay—and,—and almost anything else but with the pure bonds of eternal love,
Rev.Mr.Baker
is gaining a high reputation as a essary for which led him to entertain the scru“Why, bless you, I could not help being remember; that will try hard, and will as-.
Much of his
“Story-Leller. It is in part because he finds his ma- ples which he here tries to unveil.
that little boys do. May I work for you?” love that knows never a change. Thus to kind to you;” the Professor replied. *‘I
suredly succeed, you may depend upon it.
theology we believe Lo be unsou#d ; much of his
terial
wherel
he
does,
and
in
part
beeause
he
so
«Mr. Graham smiled at the little boy's him that ‘* evening time was light.”
watched you. [I knew your purity and
; skillfully puts it together. The story of Mose metaphysics we believe to be inconclusive. But
‘eagerness. He was. a diet, ‘widdlésaged
Mr. Grahath was sadly missed in his integrity and. all my
heart . went out |
Evans, who is already well known to the read- there is also much of each that may be readily
“ior
Me.”
+. gentleman who lived alone with his moth- home, and his mother used often to say she towards you. Your first smile of gladness
ers of the Atlantic Monthly, takes one to ihe indorsed, while there is not a little that will be
fo 1 #r, nd was unaccustomed to hiring stran- did not see how she could - bear this great amply-wepaid me for all my efforts on your
sunny south, and allows him to sit in the shade the occasion of serious discomfort to thoughtful
Little Carrie was a heathen child, about of the magnolia and inhale its luxurious odor, and sincere minds. . It may indeed be, as we are
8
gers.
‘sorrow if God had not given her Archie, to behalf. 1 trust there is a useful and happy ten years old, with bright black eyes, dark while he hears how Mose, a poor, worthless but made to read, that the Bible is a fetich, and that
“ Do yon think you could take care of fill the place of her lost son.
life before you.™go
skin,
éurly brown- hair, and slight, neat {ambitious fellow; fell in love with the daugh- prayer, and faith, and repentance, and the rest,
my cattle and sheep, and do’all the chores
One evening when Archie came in from |- And so they parted, Archie taking the
But not, evidently, while they
ter of old Gen. Throop of Charlestown, 8, C.; aré all fetiches.
form.
at the bain, "when I have to be away?” he his work, he missed Grandma from key ac- cars for M
, where he was tb enter
remain the real Bible, or trae prayer,or saving
how
he
declared
his
passion
only
to
be
rejected
A little while after she’ began fo go to
asked, doubtfully, for Archie ‘was very
customed place, apd going to her room, he at once on his duties as Principal of the
because of bis low estate; and how he then Went faith, or genuine repentance. Besides, the assosmall for a child eleven years old.
found her—dead! There was the, dear old High School. There his duties were labori- school, the teacher noticed one day that she to work to make himself a name and tame which ciation. isn’t pleasant. - But then, Dr. Hodge is
* I know1 could, sir.”
the fair Agnes should not despise. He succeed responsiblé for that, rather than Mr. Miller. The
smile still resting on her lips, and Archie ‘ous, but they were taken up with a strong looked less happy than usual,
“My
dear,”
she
said,
‘why
do
you
look
“ Well, what is your price?” - *'
ed,
and that isthe best of it, Butit is hardly hook is written out of a sincere desire to correct
would not believe it was death,so he called, and cheerful heart, and he was successful.
fair to apply the superlative degree to any pors what is so plainly false and inhuman in this de* Oh, my victuals and clothes, and, if you “ Grandma! my: Grandma ! Oh,come back !| One evening when Archié returned to the so sad P”
| tion of tlie book, when it is all so good.. The sto- partment of Princeton philosophy. The author
“Because I am thinking.”
only could let me, T'd like to go to school I can’t live! Oh, I can’t’ live without you!”
hotel where he boarded, he. found there a
ry-teller’s’ art appears in it almost without a is a son of the Prof. Miller wh? was for so many
“What are*you thinking about?”
in the winter. 1-never went to school a
Alas! ¥here was ho answer. Those gentleman whom he at once recognized as
blemish. ‘We will not say that it got any of its years connected with the Princeton Theological
“0 teacher! I do not know whether artistic touches in passing through the hands of seminary,and is a thoughtful and cultured scholwo
kindly Tips would rever speak to him the stranger who had spoken go kindly to
day in my life!” 5
“ You never did ? ‘Well, come right in , | again ; and it seemed to him that all the him in the old sad days, when he was liv- Jesus loves me ornot.”
Mr. Howells, preparatory to appearing in the ar, His leading doctrine 1s, that holiness is
“Carrie,
did
Jesus
ever
invite
little
chil|
Atlantic. But it is. for some such recognized God’s highest end, in contradistinction to Dr.
light
of
life
had
fled
with
that
one
sainged
ing
with
uncle
Jo
Ellis,
Judge
Marshman
and rest you, you seem tired. I'll keep you~
service as this that the book is dedicated to this Hodge's theory that Himself is God's highe st
dren to come to him?”
:
now, and if we suit each other, you shal 1| soul. "All the unkindness, all the Joneli- —for he was the kind anger _hafhre
end; and also that the ground of moral obligaThe little girl repeated the verse, ‘‘Suffer artistic editor. It is an adwirable life-story, and tion lies in the duty of benevolence and of love
go to school winter; and summer too. ness, hardship and sorrow _he had ever cently come to M
hoping
is better becausp it doesn’t try | to make its inter
| little children to come unto me,” which she est depend on any agonizing relations to the Jute to the prineiple of holiness, whereas: Dr. Hodge
_ Where do you live ?”
known, now looked so0 light in comparison daughter’s health would be improye
learned in schoo).
“ I came from West Point A
the healthful climate. When he 40
:
My with this.
war. It illustrates southern character in a truth- holds that the will of God is the ground of mor“Well, whom is this for
=
father and mother are dead, so 1 have no
ful ‘way, und is a contribution to its class of liter nl obligation, Mr. Miller Argucs for his doctrine
He realized now how truly alone he was, that Mr. Rowe and the little boy whom
because holiness is not only
God’s delight, but
;
home ;” he said, ashe went in.
| and this thought clouded earth and heaven. | they had remembered with so much inter- ** In an instant Carrie clapped her Paid atare that we could not readily spare.
‘because it is His rule, and
bécause it is ImpossiWe
always
stop
to
read
Celia
Thaxtei’s
poa “ This shall be your home,” said the tI thought God loved:me, but -if he did,| t were one and the same, there was a with joy, and said, “It is not for you,
ble to conceive of”
God as huving anything highone of Mr. Graham's

5

family.

There

werg |so

Ted Fan il @ircle.

kindly voice,of Grandma Graham, who had how could he takeaway all my blessings P| low of true pleasurg on his countenance,
heard their conversation. ‘* Have: you Like many other hearts he did not know as he clasped: the. young man’s .‘hand, and
jal anything to eat to-day
.
| that we do not receive our greatest good invited him to his home.
+ Not since breakfast, ma'am.”
by joy and prospérity. When t
lesson | “You must come and live with us if you
i “Poor boy, how hungry you must be!1] should be fully learned; and gratefully ac- ‘will,” Mrs. Marshman saidto Archie,
after
Sitsight dows here and eat. Do yon. ike wepted, would he not be prepared for, joy 8 | the introdsictions:and greetings were over.
far higher than this world has in its "keep “Every young person. §needs a home, and/
B/ Of: tourse, all ‘hoys do.
1to eat all you want, Grand. ing? 1 think be would.
oars shall he ‘yours,
as long as you like.
When Archie returned: «from the funeral,

We would make amends for our neglect in
ened
by

| he found, in his home, people ‘who were the past. “We lve often been sa

comparative strangers to him, but whom he the thought that you might still be prt
knew to be cousing af Mr. “Gram,
and | ing from neglect and abuse. . Now we shall

1

teacher, is it? for you are not a child.

er; and further, that holiness and
benevolence
are Li mordial ualities, Very good. One could
fix ily aceept that doctrine, without the other
| being
ho
so fiercely assailed. Fetechism mig ht
From that hour Carrie knew that Jesus
be ada to
fethiy hat
doin uitackiug
loved her, and‘ she loved him back again
a heathen
u
heutheti,
"oiler
vl
Fin
:
a
Hindu shrine,
with all her heart.
3 qui a8 sweet and con~olNow; if the heathen children learn that
|
attacks, —Rev.
‘the author of the volJesus loves them, and believes his kind
what
like
holding
in the hand a cluster of May | umie on
i ig has made a very helpful
words as soon as they hear them, ought not
i8 of Sa tue a Som bu ~
we, who hear so much about the dear Sav. blossoms, wet with sea water, and inhaling the
ito
over
four, to believe and Jove him too? Every | ‘donble odor-of beach, and grove. But it also con
for a
tas
poems
of
the
haute
heart-meani
such
|
for
me!
“for
is
“It
say,
to
ought
us
ng,
statement of
| me!” and throw: ourselves into the
open asa vital experie
must have yolced in theft
arms ofthe lovin Saviour.—1Te Mornin
soul before they were spoken to the world. Just:

No;

it is for me! for me 1?

Life.

;

fi

”?

ems.

We

would

generally

rather

miss a train

than lose one of them: One so often finds them
bearing violet wreatMs, or exhaling” the odor of
wild wood flowers, or breathing forth the breath
of the cool seu, that it is like a day in the woods’
or among the cliffs to commune with her, This
new volume contains some old and: ‘many recent
products of her Taucy, and to read them is somes

this stanza makes the ‘book a treasure ;
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Literary Miscellany,

b. ub. >

Influence of Petrarch. tl

different manner; but, at any rate vulcanded Ihdia-rubber was the creation of an

Timothy Dexter,

the

long-negle

ed

Latin and Greek

- classics, In order to accomplish this he
wrote to all the learned men of the day,

and sought among the ancient ar¢hives of
cities and monasteries: By these ineans he
discovered, in Venice, somaof Cicerd's letters, 3 Arezzo,

the

oratorical

institutions

of Quintillian, in Liege, two of Cicero’s
harangues, which he copied with his own
hand
los he tells us the ink was as
yellow as
u) because his indignation
was so great agninst the amanuensi of the

time, whose carelessness led them

to com-

another place,

| Before

stowed by

ever enjoy

a disciple

of Barlaam;

but,

notwithstand-

such great

mas-

ters, he does not seem to have made much
« progress, and it was a soyrce of some dis-

appointment to him not to be able

- with ease a copy

of Homer,

a

book in Italy at that time, which

to read

most

rare

had

been

presented to him by Nicola Sigeros, Pretor

of Romania.

Still, although

the

attempts

of Petrarch and Boeaccio were not attended with any immediate success, yet they
excited a desire for learning, aud prepared
the way for the real revival of Greek literature
a few years later. It may be that
Petrarch was hindered from attaining to
any perfection. in Greek by the careful and
life-long study which he bestowed upon

Latin

classics,

the

Cicero and Virgil were his

.nodels. Both in
stroveto form

prose and verse, and he
his style upon them in the

folio volume of twelve hundred pages which
contains his Latin works. The style, -although far
above the common order of
Latin then employed in the-sghools, is considered inferior to that of the scholars of
the

sixteenth

century,

and

the: fastidious

name, when

set upa lot of gvens, and

without the polish of elegance. Nevertheless, whatever may be the® demerits, there
is no doubt that Petrarch rendered an incalculable service to literature in
pointing
out the road
to good Latinity.
If the great
writers of. the sixteenth century surpassed
him in Latin prose and verse, still the glory
‘must remain with him of being the first of
the moderns who discovered the track of
the ancients, and pointed out the road by
which it was to be followed. The effect of
his influence was like that ascribed by
Dante to Virgil the high moral tone of.
whose writings prepared men’s minds for
Christianity .—Macmillan’s Magazine. ’

rortunate

cruaibles,

:

ry

——

dord

Born a

one he

had made porcelain, Instead of transmuting metals, as he had fondly hoped to do,
Rottger transmuted himself; as if he had
been touched with a conjutor’s wand; he
wason a sudden trausformed from an alchentist into a potter,—Chambers Journal.

beneath

him, ‘and

by

a®sudden

upward

troubled at their

incredy-

fling sent him [Twain]
150 yards.
* When the
this, Mark looks

lity ; but

proceeds.

this ascent

doubled his money.

siderec

look

of

the—steeples;

but

some

one

might have known
horse;” upon which

almost

in

ness of ice and

a

deed

without

copying

the

into

sentences,

his small laboratory

with a request

that he

ration, that" he might copy them at his leisure.
Some time afterward, when about to
cléan the stone, he thought he might as well,

see what would be
stone with aqua-tortis,

“saw ‘the

writing

effect of
gbiting the
nd. in a few minutes

standing

out in relief.

Taking up 8 pelt-ball charged with printingink, he inked
the stone,” took off a few im-

Yvesions upon paper, and ‘he had invented

ithography..
The pelt-ball used by Senefelder was long indispensable in a printing office. A Salopian printer in a hurry to get on
with a job, could not find his ball, and inked

the form with a piece of soft

glue that had

fallen out of the glue-pot; with such excel’
lent results
that he thenceforth discarded

thé pelt-ball

ftwgether, and by adding trea-

cohesion

is

overcome,

and

large

seg-

round plainly showed the

dently crops under the wdter to consider-

ent conflagration.

after its organization,

With this church he lived

more, the

meetings

mdst of the

of the

20th of March.
STEPHEN

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Circular and Uright,) Iron and Brass Castings,Gas
ometersand Gas
Works.

Academies,
NORTHWOOD

the

sustainéd

him

tbrough

Board

the remains of the victims were all raked
together in the center, and then the mound

ile

MESERVE

was

which

and

maintained

For

jaws

inter-

of glass to some merchants traveling: with
niter, who, stopping on the banks of a river

and

teeth

of

children.

A

pierced

course with its mother ¢ountry till the be- tooth of a rodent was found, which had evThe
gloping of the fifteenth century. Since ‘idently been used as an ornament,
that time,owing to the setting in of the arc- remains will be placed in a museum at
tic current, and the .consequent gradual Plainville, O.
AJ
increaséyf ice upon the coast, the golony
became inaccessible,

and

disappear from ' history.
vals between 1579, 1751,

the

records of

At various interete., down.to our

it

Duty

—

-

Of every man who performs ‘the
signed him, or the task

for which

task ashe is best

valleys well stocked with reindeer and ver- fitted, in the complex machinery of life,and
dant glades, is now shut in by the pitiless wholoes this in a straightforward temper
ice-pack, and the’ fate of its ‘inhabitants and in a workman-like fashion, two things
ought to excite the interest of the world. ‘may be safely predicated: first, that he is
It would be very interesting to be inform- doing his duty, and, secondly, that in order
to do it, he has to use: effort

ed of the condition of this colony, whether

and

to. over-

the increasing cold has enlarged the gla- come temptation of some sort, whether it
rest their kettles upon. Putting them up- ciers so as to push the dwellings out to be the temptation of indolence or that of
on pieces of niter, they kindled their fires;
sea, or whether, the habitations are still pleasure, and.in most cases the philanthrothe niter, dissolved by the -heat, mixed with
standing,
has sprung up pist or the missionary does no tore. No
the sand, and the merchants were- astonish- ‘who know andof a thepopulation
outside world only by true or worthy work of any kind can be aced to see a transparent matter flowing over tradition.— Popular Science Monthly.
complished without encountering difficultthe ground, which was nothing else but
ies, and surmounting obstacles ando facing
\
glass. Charles Goodyear had for years exdangers and putting forth the qualities of
Keep doing, always doing—remembering ener
perimented in vain, hoping to deprive Indiaand perseverance; without, in a
to take a meal,

were at a loss for

stones.to

rubber of its susceptibility to the aetion of
heat and cold. Conyersing witha friend on
the subject, he emphasized an assertion

by Aloging a piece of sulphuréd

rubber

across the 0 room, It lighted upon the stove;
and ‘when ‘he picked it yp, a few days afterward, he found the intense heaf to ‘which
it had been sfibjected had ' conferred upon:
thejIndia-rubber just the quality he bad'so

that

wishing,

dreaming, dotending,

mur:

muring, talking, sighing and repiping
all idle and profitless employments.
,
ia
| .
"A true Christian feels that he
more have an

hour

could an hour
J

without

are

resolution and

a, persistent

self-control which are worthy
—TW R. Greg. -

of all honor.

could

no

Jesus than he

:

Waterbury Center. Vermont,

address the

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
ants.
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Spring Term begins,
Jan. 6,
Summer Term begins,
=~
= "Mar. 80.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
_bemg composed of only one department, a thorough-

Latin

and

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

fully taught as in Commercial Colleges, without extra charge.
:
EXPENSES.

ness m doing their work is secured from both teachin

in Gorham,

The

bave

spoken

Tuition for term of fifteen weeks
Incidentals
Board, per week, in private families,

Greek

last

moments, she would doubtless have urged remaine friends
to make immediate prepiration

for eternity,

She was an aflectionate wife

and

mother, and was spared to see her children,
eight in number, grow up to manhood
and
womanhood.
She will be greutly missed by a
large circle of relatives, friends and neighbors,
but their loss is her eternal gain.

R. G. BROADFOOT.,

CLARA DELPHINA, wife of Dr.

O. G. Lord,

and daughter of Gilman and Almira B, Lougee,
of Parsonsfield, Me., died in Kuukanna, Wis-

EXTRA CHARGES.

by Rev..Wm,
ent

faith,

H. Yeoman,

lifé and died

and

was

|

Languages,

a consist-

in the triumphs of.a

Christian

that she uttered”

were,

‘“ The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want.”
She left a large circle of {ff®nds and acquaintanees to mourn
her departare,

GILMAN

LOUGEE.

! ROSALINDA ERSKINE, only daughter of Bro.
#eury
Erskine,
and
sister of Rev. Justus
“Erskine, died in Montville, Me., June 12, aged

60 * years.

She

experienced

religion

when

quite young, and has lived an exemplury Christian life all hel days; never excitable,
but always steadfast in the faith, Her aged parents
looked to her kind heart, clear head and sound
Judgment to aid them in the use of their ample
means to make their declining years comfortable
and happy, but he who knoweth the end from

the beginning

has

taken

ler to the

heavenly

home a little before them, leaving them and
their only son, named above; .togéther with a
faithful and affectionate adopted son, and ‘the
whole surrounding community;to mourn the

loss of an excellent Christing woman,
0
v

E, XK.

. Livingstone is Dead!

=-°

«

=.

Life-History of this world-renowned
BENEFACTOR,

which

unfolds

also

HERO

and

nd WEALTH of & WILD and WONDERFUL SOuBiLy:
© publish JUST THAT
HISTORY from his BIRTH to

HUBBARD
FRILOS, af ofice nearest you, either
PHILADELPHIA; BOSTON or CINCINNATI, O,
1y48

The Fall Term

$3.00 per week,

LYNDON

&

will

J. S.
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

English.

Send for Catalogue.

AUSTIN

O.T MAXFIELD,

-

-

-

=

ga~Clergymen’s

Board and Rooms
rates.
:

can

be

WEST

Principal.

6.00

students

relying

on

1.50

at
at

:

VIRGINIA

31

COLLEGE,

“FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

-

J

°

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., Pregident.
dik

BOSTON AND

INSTITUTION.

Pl

MAINE RALLROAD
ARRANGEMENT,
eZ

1874,

BE

TRAINS FOR BOSTON.
Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, P.M,
¢
ALTON BAY at 6.85, A. M., and 4.10, P. M,

«

DOVER at 550, 7.35, and 11.00, A.M.; and
.

1.56, and 5.18, P, M.

TRAINS

FOR DOVER.

aiSoTe Boston af 7.30, 8.15, A. M., and 12.00, 3.30 and

©

nd at 6-15, 9:10, A. M., and 8.15, and 6,

"Leave Po

Leave Aiton Bay at 6.35, A. M., 4.10, P. M.
:
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND.

Vacation one week.

New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874.

Leave BOSTON
“

“

:

at

ALTON

BAY

DOVER

at

8.15, A. M.,
P.M.

and 12.00, and 6,00,
:

6.35, A. M., and

ing at Dover
3 hours.
6.40,10.40,

A.M.,

4.10,

P. M., wait-

and

833, P.M.
©
TRAINS FOR ALTON BAY.

his

2.55,. and,

ow

| Leave BOSTON at 8.15, A. M., and 8.30, P.M.
¢
PORTLAND at 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, P. M.
“
DOVER at 11.00, A, M., 6.25, P, M.

MAINE CENTRAL INSTETUXF,
PrrrsFiend, Mi.

2.00

-

-

a

children and

obtained at reasonable

Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.

'.°

-

-

-

"This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular
information,
send for a Circular to
y
y

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1871.
Summer Termgcloses Thursday, July 2, 1874.
For further partidulars, apply to the Principal, ox
.
E, COLEWIS, Sec. Trustees,

y

-

yndon Center. Vt., 1873.

Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.
.

°

-

-

Lyndonville.

»

;

-

For further particulars, addvess the Principal
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary,

Common

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 25, 1873,
Fall. Term closes Friday,
October 31, 1873.

-

corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M,, Pgincipal, with eigh
associates,
g
Elite
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms of
ten weeks each.
.
:

. $5.00
57.00
7.50
‘8.60
3.00
=
10.00
-

-

temptations which tend to divert the attention and

SUMMER
HAMPTON

«
-

-

LOCATION

For further particulars address the Principal.
Center Strafford, N. H., Jan. 17, 1874.
4

" NEW

-

-

The new, commodious building, ample ‘in its are
rangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the villa
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The L Bn
*| donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is ut
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily agcessible from all els of the country, and
will
at the same time removed
from the activities and
:

Mis8 NELLIE D. MAXFIELD,
- Assistant,
J:'W. ROBERTS, «Teacher of Penmanship.

| ‘Phe tuition will be as ysual.

December 2; 1873.

their own exertions for an education, received af
duced tuition.
+
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for selfsboarding,

\\

«

-

Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

Principal.
10

ACADEMY.

begins,

-

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

for both sexes.

:
* J. S. GARDNER,
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 11, 1874.

EE

CALENDAR

Instruction on Guitar,

A Normal Department for Teachers of Common
Schools. Tuition free.
Free tuition to students from this and other states
in

INSTITUTION

Faculty :
BROWN, A. B., Principal.
LizzIiE CALLEY, Precepiress. MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.
MARY
'E. MOREY, Music.
Lt
ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

The SPRING TERM, of 13 weeks; commence on
Moirlay, Mar. 23, 1874.
a
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. y H. RI CKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. I., Feb. 3, 1874.

who first secure the Regent’s certificate

continue

WM. REED, Sec.

LITERARY

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

=

Complete courses of study

21st, and

*

+ TUITION:
Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English
Latin and Greek,
a
French (extra), ly
Th
Instruction on Piano or Organ,

INSTITUTE.

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY,

July

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

82tf

The 32d Academical year of this institution
commence March 23rd.
©

open

Winter Ternr of 13 weeks,

can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.

|.

1.50

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.

Those wishing to hoard themselves

LAPHAM

4.50

LYNDON CENTER, VT.

- 6.00

West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

N

Ridgeville, Ind., June 3, 1874.

8450
G00
5.50

«

fifteen lessons

fifteen weeks.
:
- For Catalogue apply to
y

Instramental Music (20 lessons),
8.00
Use of Piano,
w
HET
Dt al
Good board can be obtained in private families at

: OTHER TRAINS.
‘
a
The 7.80, A.M., And 3.30., P.M.; trains from. Boston

.

to Great Falls.
Fyrnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academ. go A only
train leaves Dover for Farmington, at 9, A
Mm.
icakFand Ladies’
u 1 cours§ of study.
rms,
A
train
leaves Farmington for Dover, Boston and
;
=
weeks,
Portland at 9.55, A. M.
+
Ee
commences Aug, 21, 1873,
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Winter
form commences
Nov, 6, 1873,
Spring term commenees Feb. 5, 1874.
.
Stages leave Center Harbor for Conway and White
Summer term commences April 25, 1874.
Dy
Mountains, at 2 P.M., or on the arrival of the boat
KINGSBURY BATCHELDKR, A. B., Principal.
-| that runsin connection with the 8.15 train from
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Boston.
o4
‘MiSs R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German. and
Leave
Wolfeborough
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
Mathematics.
,and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,
oultonborough,
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal DeSandwich
and
Center
Sandwich.
an
partment.
¥
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
Miss

For 30 years MILLIONS have intently watched his
PERILOUS yet HEROIC STRUGGLES and GRAND TuIumpus; and now they eagerly desire the Complete

=

musi¢, twenty-four lessons$10.00

Penmanship,

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00

great pleasure in

TERMS:
Common English,™
=.
Middle
.
am
enw
Higher
%
wet
a

-

baptized

lived

The last words

She

take

Instrumental

Vocal Music, fifteen lessons,

in life.

consin, Aug. 8, 1872, aged 25 years and 5 months.
The subject of this sketch experienced a hope in
Christ at the ago of 17 years

management:

$10.00
10)
3.25

Rooms for self-boarding from $2 to $6 per térm.

presenting the Corps of Téachers to the attention of
parents and guardians and the public, a8 eminently
qualified to fit scholars for every honorable position

Me.,

in her

present

the

This Institution has three full courses of studies,
viz: Classical, Scientific, and Ladies.
It has also a
Short and Prafitical Course, Book-keeping is as

ers -and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The

LINDA C. VICKERY,

Teacher of French,

Miss ELLA C.'HURD. Teacher of Music.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced

Teacher.

~

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ elu! 8 as well as gentle
men’s are formed, .
f
A
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
4
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at

eens

Pg

the sclfool, recently entered into a contract with

Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
'
. CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For further particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A.M, Principal.

I. JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

students are faithtully drilled

33tf

SEMINARY.

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The villa ge of Evansville *
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in- .
habitants, having. no liquors or billiard - saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities’
for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of

Secretary.

BURIAL, Now ready 2,000 agents wanted quick
«If other§ negledt their duty to you, be hisi. One
agent sold 184
first s:@ days; another, 106
gure that you perform yours to them. To
rst week. For particulars of this, our SUPERB NEW
Yilustrated
BIBLES,
and
OCEANS STORY, Address
render railing for railing, is to return sin

ai

EVANSVILLE

Principal, or

No deduoction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Halt tering commence at. the
beginning and middle of the term,

0

Use of Piano and Organ,
“2,60
Board ..... sevens eeeenasae
2.25
RookReebing, Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, Instruction in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax
Flowers, &c., each extra.
J
Li
a
Location.
The Building, one of the finest in the State, is romantically
situated amidst the highest mountains
and grandest scenery%of Vermont:
.
Theology.

can be pbtained at reasonable

particulars

2.00
10.00

A special effort will be niade, by the Princigdl, to

SEMINARY.

the CURIOSITIES

\

‘witheut air, hyor undér; the

water.

word; a steady

Could she

:

Bravely Done.

Turther

4

wo

repare those students who may have the
spe
Ministry in viewsby furnishing them gyery assistance
E..J,is power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
For further. particulars, address the Principal at

&c.

E. 8. TASKER,
Northwood, N. H., Nov. 20, 1873.

E. TUTTLE.

died

different tribes

the differeuces were clearly distinguishable.
The remains collected consisted mostly of

own time, the intrepid Danes have striven
to re-open communication with their
hit upon the composition of which printers’ inlostvaincolony.
This emerald coast, with

sulted from the unintentional application of
intense heat. Pliny attributes the discovery

apparently by

Soil

from different localities, and each -variety
was carefully deposited by itself, so that

planted about 1,000 A. D.,

flourished,

brought,

Christian,

died out,

was raised in a very remarkable way.

ed only upon, the south and west coast,
there is a record of an early settlement upon the side toward Iceland with which there
has been no communication for 400 years.

The colony was

fire had

and Rooms

rates.

a

and has ever since been a faithful and exemplary

As soon as the sacrifice

was completed and the

French, extra,........
Instrumental Music,.....

«oteVery description,

church

Jan, 13, 1874. His lingering illness and death
furnished another evidence of the inestimable
Bro. Meserve
value of the religion of Christ.

of vio-

sion is able to resist the tendency of the
salt water to press it upward.
Though Greenland is said to be inhabit-

’,
Taition
yim
Common ENgliolye ee seeieesnssissensases $5.50
- Latin and Greek, extra,....#£
cane - 1.00

4

DEA. THoMAS BERRY died in Strafford, of inLEBANON ACADEMY.
ternal tumor, May 21st, 1874, aged 74 years.
experienced religion in 1825, and was baptized
, {LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.
by Rev. E. Place in 1838, He was an ‘ordained
The
FALL TERM of this Institution sommeiited
acon of tied Strafford church 25 years, was
Tuesday; August 19, 1873, and continue eleven we€ks,
Superintendent of the Sabbath school about 20- under the instruction of
years, Selectman of the town two years, and
G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal.
Representative to the legislature of the state one
Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.
‘year. He was a man as nearly
perfect in ChrisMgrs. M. E. FLINT,
Teacher of Instrumental
tian life as the world affords.
He bore the great
;
.
[Music.
I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
distresses engendered by his peculiar disease,
with Christian fortitude, yet saying, ‘ As my
The course of studies in this schcol embraces
everything
necessary to fit one for college or a pracwork is done, I desire to depart apd be at rest.”
tical business life.
A pillar in Zion has fallen. A light of the
. For beauty of scenery, hiealthfulness and comfort,
world is withdrawn.
Thus our little church bas
this location is unsurpaswed. It is free from those
filled a draft from the church triumphant of both
laces of resort conducive to idleness and pernicious
Deacons and three mothers in Israel since thee 0 morals, common to lacge villages and cities.

his

able depths, or,s0 long as the force of cohe-

cle to the, glue, to keep it from hardening,

rollers have ever. since beet made. Three
different discoveries are recorded to have re-

effects

1

Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
long and distressing sickness to his last moment,
Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
when with hand extended and with eyes revdeclamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
erently turned heavenward, without a struggle
scanning,
location of the school so’ nedr
he passed over the river tothe elysian fields of the College &c.and The
Theological School, affords advanglory.
His wus a most triuniphant illustration
tages of association with
students J a higher rank
of Christian life, of Christian faith and of Chrisand culture. The piiblic lectures ot these institutions
tian death,
CoM.
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

sacrifices toe Moloch. The heat was evidently intense and long continued, as the

ments are forced from .its terminal part,
and floated up from the bed of the sea,
to sail away as icebergs. The glacier evi-

Calendar:
y
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 2, 1873.
SRRING TERM, 12 weeks.
Opens Feb.
25,1874.

SHAFTING
- TURNING LATHES,
MACHINISTS’ TOOLS

The cracking of a picture placed in the
sunshine set Van Eyck experimenting to
could only explain his laughter to a’ third was baptized by Rev. John Stevens 45 years ago,
produce a. varnish that would dryin the
person by pointing the child’s attention to and united with the Freewill Baptist church at
Limington by letter. He has bad a standshade. He found what he sought,and besides
the word, when she immediately repeated North
ing in three other IK. Baptizt churches, in all of
that by mixing it with bis colors they acquir-¢ interior seems to be buried beneath a great ‘ber blunder, to Lord Denman’s great Yio
he was a worthy and much beloved
depth
of
snow
and
ice,
which
loads
up
the
ed greater force and brilliancy,and required valleys and wraps over the hills. ‘Nothing amusement.
Ile‘ was fond of hearing law brother. His church standing at the time of
no subsequent varnishing; and so came
death was with Standish and Gorham church,
It reports read aloud to him, and **he show- his
where his loss is
greatly felt. He was a kind
about the discovéry, or re-discovery of the can be more desolate than the interior.
ed,” we are told, **by‘his countenance and
is
one
dead,
dreary
expanse
of
white
so
far
indulgent husband and fatber, an obliging
art of painting in oil. Mezzotin{o owed its
rby signs that he
nly appreciated fine and
as
the
eye
can
reach,—no
living
creature
neighbor
and
much
respected
citizen. He
invention’ by Prince Rupert to
the simple
passages, but th
perfectly understood leaves to mourn their, loss, one son and one
accident of a sentry’s gun-barrel being rust- frequents this wilderness, —neither beast, controverted poi
law), and could he daughter and their families, bis wife,with whom
ed by the dew. Henry Schanward, a Nu- bird, nor insect. The silence, deep as death, have expressed h
If, was as .capable as he lived most happily for 40 years, having passed
is
‘broken
only
when
‘the
warring
storm
remburg glass-cutter, happened to let some
ever of deciding them.” Hence it was not over to the home of rest 7'years before him, and
aqua-fortis fall upon his spectacles, and no- arises to sweep before it the pitiless, blind- that thought aud feeling had lost all .initia- a large circle of more distant relatives,
ing
snow.
This
represents
the
state
of
A
D, A, MADDOX,
ticed the glass was corroded and softened
tive power in him,
where the aqua-fortis bad touched it. Tak- the northern part of our continent in the
SELAH SAGE died in Platford, Surry Co., Neb.,
ing the hint, he made a liquid accordingly, ice ange, Some of the Greenland glaciers
April 17, 1874, aged 66 years and 10, months.
attain
a
vast
size.
Drs
Kane
reports
the
An
honest, faithful wan bas passed asvay.
He
drew some figures npon'a piece of glass,
Moloch in- America.
had been a memberof the ¥, Be. church for 40
covered them with varnish, and applied his great Humboldt glacier as sixty miles wide
i
—
Jouts.
He leaves an aged mother and children,
corroding fluid, cut away the glass around at its termidation. ' Its seaward face rises
rothers and sisteys and many other friends to
In Ohio, a mound of novel character has
his drawing, so that when he. removed.
the abruptly from the #eve) of the water toa recently
mourn his death.
e was ready to go and
been cut through,in order to make with
his Saviour.
Our Joss 1s his gain.
His
varnish the figures ‘appeared raised upon a hight of 300 feet.
the approach to the
Newtown bridges, near sufferings were great, yet he never complained.
Since
ice
is
lighter
than
water,
whenever
dark ground; and etching. upon glass was
Cincinnati. Tt was evidently the debris of
E. SAGE.
added to the ornamentals
arts, Alois Sene- a glacier enters fpe sea the dense salt water
a huge sacrifice of children. A space twenfelder, playwright and actor, thinking it tendsto buoy i% up. The great tenacity
Mary
M.,
wife
of
Simeon
L.
Collinson,
died
possible to etch upon stone in lieu of cop- of the frozen mass enables it to resist ty-five feet in diameter had been covered in Walnut Grove, Knox Co., Ill., April 18, 1874,
with
an
immense
heap
of
wood,
then
it
was
the
pressure
for
a
time.
By-and-by,
howaged 61 years and 28 days. Sister C. was born
per, polisheda slab for *the purpose.
He
on fire, and the children were probably
in Luzerne Co., Pa., March 21, 1813, and - moved
-was disturbed byehis mother coming into ever, as the ice reaches deeper water, its set
to
Ill, in'1838.
Sbe experienced religion in 1842,
tossed into it one by one, as in the ancient
would jot ‘down her list of things for the
wash, as the woman was waiting to take
the basket away.
There being neither pa* per nor ink handy, Senefelder scribbled the
items on his stone with his €tching prepa-

G.T. Swasey, L. A.Butterfield, E. C. Swith, Miss

Abbie Lyon.

soon united with the lst ¥. Baptist church of
Wilton. He was ordained Deacon in May, 1814,

13

4

Lap

AND

years of age, and

>>

-

WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
“Faculty:
Rev, R. H. Tozer; A. M., Principal.
Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant,

Portable Steam Engines, ;

faith in Christ firmly

a child, hm
Si to'bim the life of Theodore Hook, read the word ‘‘ hoax” as if it
were a Lwo-syllable word, %o-az, and he

tending to 74 degrees north latitude, along
the western shore.. The coasts are deeply
indented with bays and fiords which invariably terminate in glaciers. The whole

GREEN"MOUNT "IN SEMINARY,

DEA. LEVI DAKIN died in Jay, Me., at the
residence of his son-in-law, Dea.
R, Taylor,’
Apnl 16, aged 92 years.
Bro. Dakin experienc-

ancient and venerable landmarks, and from

sense of the ludicrous in false pronuaciation
was quite unaffected; thus he was found
one day laughing heartily at the mistake of

snow, save a little strip ex-

C. K. EVANS,

Freewill Baptist church in Swanvitle, one of its
most worthy and faithful members.
Brother
Smart wus born in New Hampshire in May,
1793, and came with his parents to Swanville in
1796, and had occupied the same premises to the
time of his death, nearly 78 years.
He was fiest
married in 1813, and his family consisted of 11
.children, 8 sons and 3 daughters, 8 of whom are
now supposed to be living. As an example of
industry, economy and uniform piety
and patriotism, he had
no superiois, and . but few
equals. B other Smart dated his Christian ex. perience from early childhood, but did not make
a public profession of his faith until about’ 1860,
when he manifested faith in Christ by baptism,
and gave his heart to God and the church.
His

ticular pleasure, and to send it back to the
writer. He could . not originate even the
shortest sentence, though his interest in
-Shakespeare and Racine was as keen as

its

OF

The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence
ABIAL CHANEY died in Wilton, Me., April
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10, 1873.
25, aged 6) years and 7 months.
He experi- |
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal, with
enced religion when a young man, and united" competent
Assistants.
with the F¥. Baptist church, and lived an exemThe
tuition will be as follows:
plary Christian.
.
DAVID ALLEN. Primary Branches, =
$450
Common English,
wi
Bim
oe 5.50
JOSEPH
SMART
died in, Swanyille,
Me.,
Higher English,
wire
Ce«
008
March 31{"1874, aged 80 years and 10 months.
Classical,
- 650
His death has removed from us one of our most
French and Music extra.

any passage
in them which gave him par-

750,-

that

them.
His house was ever a home for pilgrims.
He lived to see all his children’ converted.
His
life was a self-sacrificing one for the cause of
Christ. Of him it can be truly-said, a good
- manhas gone to his rgward.
ane

was

&nd.

the

In his own

were held at his house. He, iu early life, often
appointed social meetings and took the lead of

together

for probunciation

waiting

“nter. Professors Collier

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this instis
tution, and are much encouraged by the results already achieved.
:
s
“1y48

STATIONARY

always

and labored the most of his life; except a few
years he lived in’ Embden. For two years, or

as a model for him to eopy from.” The
way he-acknowledged the letters he received was “lo copy in a formal print hand”

Hig Year

and

nifled their intention to

and Dewney, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for=

Welded Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s Patent Expansion
Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

which office he filled with honor, He united
with the 2d F. Baptist church of Wilton soon

utterly beyond his power, unless the words
and sentences were written or put

and

ed religion when twenty-two

Perhaps the most curious

into words, or words

suffering,

land that is free from pain.

illustration of the paradox is this, that while
he knew all the letters perfectly, and could
distinguish any ivory letter named to him
in any ivory alphabet, *‘to form those letters

ever.

not less than

to

bof the signature.

i

continental

said
and

signature from the writing of somebody.
else, though his head was perfectly clear as
to the meaning of the act and the necessity

ME

is

very

nearparfrom

patiently

her,

ood time he called her to rest, we trust, in

of Aphasia.

a

his name

way in which this story is told is ininditable,

containing

found her

visited

Master’s call to * come up higher.”

for he would have a glass |

at all, but to form written words at will,
unless with a copy before” him of what he
had to write. Thus he could not even sign

and, indeed, the whole lecture is admitted
to be one of the most unique pieces of grotesquerie ever known in these parts.
cd

Greenland

during which I often

ne

«dred students are upon the roll, and others have sig-

Bleaching Kiéns ; Steam Boxes for Print Works;

on

the commu

M., Agricultural

hati

Pa,

{hear Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumétances. Already upwards of one hun-

Plain and Galyanized Wrought Iron Pipe;
steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds ;Brass and Iron
Valves; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu
lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s Patent

u

;

olleger
:
The Spring Session of the above stitution, located

+ 0., Center.Co
-Co.,

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H.,

to join

influence

Hiss JANE W. Hoyt, A,

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,

lived -a ‘consistent
an

|

MANUFACTURERS

|

For Catalogue or further information, address the
Rev.J. CALDER,
D. D., Sr. tie Araaep tress,

MACHINE COMPANY.

nity in which she lived. Her fast sickness was
that ‘of consumption,
protracted and painful,

about

singular orie. The aphasia continued
ly two years, from his third stroke of
alysis to his death. The following is
the Globe:
ra
He understood all that was read or
to him, whether in French.or English,

=

F.

remained

the side of morality and religion in

prepared,

enjoyed even poetry as much as ever; but
he was utterly unable not only to articulate

West, and had never had any advantages
to develop these gifts. As l lave said, the

BORE

coffin

man, as described in his memoir, is

on earth say, ‘ He

: A Desolate Land.

a

She

Christian life, always exerting

;
————
Sometimes persons, still retaining the full
power of their vocal organs, lose the power
of verbal expression. Sometimes the. loss
extends only to particular words, but the
ability to recall certain words seems wholly
gone. It is probably the result of a partial
paralysis. ‘The case of the late Lord Den-

he assures
his audience that
this and its
otlrer antics, such as walking about on its
hind feet with its thumbs under its arms,
like a lord mayor, were all natural talent.
The horse bad been brought up in the wild

al

he bad

Singular Case

confesses

But as for the horse,

the ehurch triumphant.

he. wrote differ-

‘The punctuation marks

by which he could witness the entire ceremony. He beat his wife because she did
not isplay the requisite feeling on the occasion.
e lord’s mausion is still one of
the most eligible azd finely situated in the
place.
The ample . grounds display the
taste and resources of this singular man.
In the yard are séveral statues of life-size;
he made them all doff their hats to ‘Washington, whosstands in the center.

that was a bucking
the fact’ flashed upon

for their application.

“Hence,

those left behind,

he

have found suitable places

Baptist church of M., of which she

Not sectarian,but
:

!

and use of heavier Furniture,

of

the

worthy member until removed by death

and a funeral serviee held over him ; but he
regarded Bos the relation, of ‘death to

on thigyground. He cculd not say he regrefted it. There was no reason forthe
horse's remaining on his account. Friends
gathered around him after his descent, as
they always do when one wants to be let
alone, and asked if he wanted this or wanted that. What he really wanted was to sit
down. ‘He did so. He placed one hand
could

genius,

Timothy wished to know. something

death.

him.
While. he was absent the last time
some one cut the horse, which started forward; and when he came down it was up-

hands, he

an original

with

Cliristiag,

mn can not be surpassgd in healthfulness,

of thé late William

1866, and the following Jour united

&

‘| beauty, and freedom from corrupting infldences.
Expenseso
$175 for Sollege ear of 40 weeks,
including Tuition, Boarding,*
ashing, Rent, Fuel

Gay, of Farmington,
Me., died in Meréer, May
12, 1874, aged 50 years. Sister G. ex erkenced
religion under the‘labors of Rev. J. Malvern, in

were all placed at the end, and the reader
invited to mix them to suit his taste. Lord

ot go into
details. This ascent
being repeated, he remeinbers, while in the
air, Tearing

in. whalebone,

Like some other fools,

en‘ly from others.”

ives another fling—Twain going 150 yards
n the air. He then tells his smiling audience that he judged it was that distance by
the

Mis, MARY A./widow

he indulged in a litera
vauits, and wrote
a book, still kept for the edification ‘of the
reading public; but as he wished to be con-

returns, alights in the saddle, apd.the horse

he did

At the suggestion of some

invested all he had

its perfect work in the triumphs

and

* Ten Professors-and Instructors.

SUNIL

|-

ith, What is our loss is his gain. We bow.
meekly to the will of Him who doeth all things
ell,
:
®
J
«Dy ”

which go raised the price that he more than

into the air—just
audience smiles at

From

tience had

SCIENTIFIC

" CLASSICAL.

1878, aged 42 years. Bro, Roberts experience
religion at the age of20, and united with the F.
B. church in Lyman and was ever at his
post as «4
one of the burden bearers. As a man and a citizen he was respected by all. He died after ten
long years of almost constant suffering, in which

Timothy

was a queer piece of humanity.

| COU square miles, and is all a bleak wilder-

*

he halooed it at the bung of a

day found he for sirup-ladles.

one

dyn re OF PENNSYLVANIA.
AGRICULTURAL,
ee
oo»

single square can ‘well be afforded to any single

than he.

fool, brimful of vanity, he inherited no capacity save that of making money ; and his
ears
Lundyfoot
was
a
rich
man,
owing
to
| he accident he thought had ruined him, A money-making was by curions methods that
would-be alchemist seeking to discover would ruin most men. You have heard of
the warming-pans he sent to the West Indies
,what mixture of earths would make the

dimensions,

Accidents.

1

Probably few

cider. barrel in his cellar.

long” Black Yard Souff,—otherwise

taste of Erasmus was offended by the in- on his head, another on his stomach, and,
correctness and harshness of his style. "indeed, thinks” that if he had had sixteen
Erasmus complains that Petrarch’s writings,
alihough full of thought, are defective in
“expression, and dis ia the markg of labor

a titl

le.

| AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

|°

*‘Lord
Verses areinadmissible,
Timothy" sounded as mellifluous in his ears | obituary.
»
R———
as did “Deacon Giles” to the owner of that
JOSEPH B. ROBERTS died in Lyman, Aug. 4

mit the grossest errors in transcribing.
Had it not been for Petrarch’s unwearied
&fforts, many manuscripts would have’ perished, as several had done no long time be- |.
Mark Twain’s Horse.
fore, forgotten and abandoned
to dust and
¢
——. to
vermin in the monasteries.
The Greek
Moncure
B.
Conway
writes from London
classics were also ‘destined to revive in the
of
one
of
Mark
Twain's
latest stories, as
fourteenth century, and the glory: of reawakening in the minds of men ithe love follows:
of Greek poets and orators fell also to the
“The talk of literary London just now is
lot of Petrarch and Boccacio. The Greek Mark Twain's’ account, in his new lecture, {riar, Barlaam, a Calabrian by birth, but of the * bucking” horse which he purchaslong resident in Greece, and considered one ed in Nevada.
It is impossible or: pat
- of the most learned men of’ that age, was it on paper, as half of the effect producintrusted by the Greek Emperor, Cantacuz- ed by the story depends upon his manner
ene, with a mission to Italy, In the course of telling it. If would appear that before
of his travels, perhaps in pursuit of the purchasing this steed he had no idea of
. Papal Court, he came to Avignon, where what “bucking” meant, but was too proud
be met Petrarch, who, having heard of his | to ask for information. This, however, he
fame, begged to be: instructed by him in Sbigiugl through the discipline of experi‘He mounted the horse. This aniGreek.
Petrarch afterwards pgrsued the ence.
study of the language with Leonzio Pilato, mal then gathered its four feet in a bunch
- ing the assistance of two

graver

|

rt, died

of Newbury

ly his pennies and pine-tree shillings, and equal to ten cents a line, to insure an ‘dnsertion,
it has *'stuck” abont as well as. those he. Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

‘¢ Irish Blackguards "—was all the rage with
lovers of nasal titillation; and in « few

strongest

BW AMSCOT

Obituaries,

PARTICULAR Notice!
Persons wishung obitrecently. ‘He was familiar
nown, as
* Lord Timothy Dexter,”
eo title was ) ies publishedin the Morning Star, who do
given him by the boys at his request, for, not patromze it; must acgompany them with cash
which he dispensed to the crowd faite free-

trarch
was, in fact, the first real re- out-shop, noticed that some of them,’ after
i, of polite letters. His fine taste led- ‘trying’ the contents of certain canisters,
. him to appreciate the beauties of Cicerc and
loaded their waistcoat pockets from’
_ Virgil, and his ardent enthusiasm for them carefully
hem, He followed suit, and found the
inspired his®ountry with a thirst for clasnuff had come out of the fiery ordeal very
sical knowledge. = With the ‘exception of much
i roved in pungency and aroma.
Baccacio, no one else had so keenly .at Like a Wise man he said nothing, but took
—seart the disinterrin
and bringing tothe.
light

Genius.
of

| accident, A Limerick tobacconist, looking
dolefully at his poor neighbors .gropin
among: the smoldering ruins of his 1 urned

On

Odd

e price of board, in Saba varies trom $1.60-to

Pittsfield, Maine.

C. A. FARWELL,

Secretary.

+] for Laconia.
1

RETURNING,~ Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes
days and Fridays for Alton in season to connect
‘with trains for Boston and Portland.
i

,
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° . JAMEST.

EASTERN

FURBER,

Gen, Supt

© -

RAILROAD, .

“Trains leave Dover for Boston and all statiohs on,
astern and Maine Central Railroads at 6.30, 8.30,
and 10.50, A.M. and ab 5, Pu.
Leave, Boston fo
overat
8.30, and 445, PM. | 1A

7.30, Ak
?

1and

at

12,

at R30

CHARLES TF. HATCH, Gen’! Manager.
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long striven to impart to it, According to
some, he stumbled upon the discovery in a

on

y
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Cuban republic and that General Muximo Gomez

:

has succéeded him,
A letter from Rome states that a
Temple is to be built in that city, and

CONGRESSIONAL.

On Monduy,in the Senate; a number of bills
were reported from the judiciury committee.
A conference was voted, and a committee on the
Jan of, the Senate appointed, on the ‘Geneva
{award bill. A substitute for the bill regulating
the removal of causes from the State courts to
the.circuit courts of the United, States was disThe conference report” on
cussed and passed.
An amend. the bankrupt bill was presented,
ment to the river and harbor bill, favoring a
survey for routes from the Mississippi to the
agreed te. In ‘the House of
seaboard, was

order:

persecution

|’

Representatives, the sundry hits bill was further considered, and after a long and earnest
discunsion on the Choctaw be ising wigs passed.
a bridge "across

The bill for

Tuesday,in the Senate, the amendatory

On

|:

The southern claims bill Ang the bill for the

England,

on Friday

for sacrifice.

»

the

in India bes

observatories

sacrificial knife

Wi

of

*“ confidence

game”

has

graniting ten pieces of cannon for the Lexington.
monument.
The conference report on the legislative appropriation bill was ggreed to. The
conference report on the moiety bill was agreed

bery. »

‘to in both branches:

early

corp

tian styles; still others, Scandivavian

and

glo-Saxon

fact, has

types.

The whole world, in

was

this out-of-the-way region.

T"Some of the articles are quite

beau-

The place of John Stuart Mill in the foreign
membership of the French Academy has been
accorded to David A. Wells.
The only other
Americans who have had this “honor dre Dr.
Franklip, Prof. Bache,
Count
Rumford, and

brought

lation has decreased by one-fifth within eighteen

months, and
starving. *

- The bill

repeal the law under

The

which

was

read

the

a

con-

tract was awarded was passed. In the House
of Representatives, the con ference report on the
/urrency was presented, and after discussion
agreed to by a vote of 221 to 40. The conference report on the Indian appropriation bill was

rejected,

and

a

new

conference

was

English evangelists publish religious tracts in
the weekly newspapers of the kingdom, paying
for them as advertisements, and publicly announce that by thisrmeans they reach three millin persons every week,—a much larger number
than could be ; reached by sny other means of

grace,

asked.

# A

MISCELLANEOUS.
of

the

schooner

Rover

Indian River Flats ,yavannah,

and

from

the

of several

olives, is reported.

The President

has nominated

John “L.

Cad-

wallader, of New York, as assistant secretary of
state.

~

"The Civil Service Reform has met its fate at
Jast, the Commissiom
having been virtually

sbolished.

.

new,
1 still
the fine red loam in which

have clipging to them

In Vermont,

Judge

Peck was

this

nominated

for

governor.
A bronze statue of General Israel Putnam
was. unveiled in the park at Hartford, Wednesday, with appropriate ceremonies.
;

The
corner-stone
of the monument to the
Confederate dead, to be erected by [the Ladies’
‘Memorial Association in the Park at Savannah,
Ga., was laid, Tuesday afternoon, with imposing
ceremonies.
;

in
of

“very deep interest not only to the veteran work-

ers in the cause of freedom,but. to the generation
“which has come Ripon the stage since the victory
won.

The Maine republicans fn
‘duy, renominated

ess

Blaine,

Governor

convention, ThursPingley

and

Con-

:

engineer, is dead.
Some of the American pilgrims

e¢ivil

may b® had, bound up

the

of an ancient Coptic

coin.

being

Two

other

read

before

the

Liverpool

port. He suggests that the vessel should be revolved while on her voyage, and the bearing of

short

resuit.

to the disease

is constantly

on

the

increase 1 highly civilized, countries.
The bad posture adopted at writing-desks is
also the chief causeof lateral curvature of the
spine. In extreme cases, says Dr. Liebreich,
the copy-book is pushed forward, so - that its
lower border is inclined al an angle of forty-

five degrees with the edge of the table. The head
is lowered and so much twisted that the left eye

‘Such an examination
¢an be made with-

in thirty minutes on a clear day, so that the loss
o1 time involved is not worthy of much consideratien.
wa
i
PRL

the lower part of the thighs rests on the narrow
bench.
In many schools the pupils
maintain

obtained,
be ascer-

A coloredbarber of Detroit has recovered a
verdict of $100 dggnages against the owners of

dren slip backward on the forms,

They

histories

befall

are of constant

men

least

expecting

them, and the least likely to meet them.

While \

business is active, and prosperity

exhila-

gives

can hardly be made to

within a hand’s

breadth of

ut-

when

a hawk,

hard

times lead

men

to

think

so that ouly

this unnatural position for several hours:daily,
until at last the muscles are over-tired, and permanent distortion of the sping is the inevitable

the conductor's counsel stated

that there

was an ordinance against a female wearing a
man’s dress, and thought that worn by the wom-

an came very nesr to it.

The justice, however,

held that the ‘* bloomer” was a female cos‘ume,

Oue of the first journalists
this country, in the now

who

indulged, in

commdn vice of lectur-

ing, was the late Jamies Gorden Bennett, Nearly fifty years ago, while he was trying to make a
living by various shifts, such as writing and
teaching, he delivered a course of lectures on po-

he very sensibly abandoned the project.’

are

of autograph love-letters

took

place' lately in Paris in the Rue des Bons-Enfants. There were letters from Mme. de Parabere, Mme. de Chateadroux, Mme. de Pompadour, Mme. de la Popelinfere and others. Nota
few of these amatory effusions were addressed

supporticg a book for reading.
He
strongly
condemns the absurd, unanatomical notion that
straight spihes can be insured by making children sit up straight without
support
for the
back, thus over-fatiguing the muscles, and pro-

ducing the very effect desired to be avoided.

Fencing in the United States.
RN —
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The heaviest item of expense

in Fammaluit

the

has

insured a sum of five

thousand dollars upon his

life, this

or

anxiety

While he; liveshe

their contents—sold very well,

i oy for other improvements,

from

come iutolved,

debt.

the ecessity

and

your

affairs may

property

Corn Meal,
¥ bbl...

canshot be

Then

my family

interest

ance,of forfeiting

the

withouffany

Life assurance is nothing.
bank will
only.

pay

upon the risk

a

if one

neglects

the

sell his

pay

policy to the

premium,

Society

able who

neglect it because

not expect to be poor,
beconie

they

do

who nevertheless

impoverished.

We are

will

so deeply

.im-

pressed with the importance of such prudential
congiderations,

that

simplyas one

of

ty.

we

i’

Once

matter

not

as a moral

du-

i

1

passed..

seek sueh

assurance?

Now the question

That

is, Can

justify himself in neglecting

If life

assurance was

speculation,

a

day

has

a Christian

such a duty?

a mystery of finance, a

lottery

of

venture,

a substitute

frugality, or in. any way a pre-

a proportionate

founded upon sound principles, if it deals

not lose what be

has

notin

prudence, and thus of duty.

on

to provide for his faminclude its future

That

‘men

provision,

.ordinarily

in so

confar as

seek..to..secure-

by their own accumulations and
But all these are uncertain. The

investments,
man: that is

rich to-day by causes beyond his reach is poor
to-morrow.
Europe,

war

in

China,

a rebellion

A

in

America,

thousand fortunes in

every

a revolution

in

overrule

may

" to the part payment of the

may

burn

may break,

and their stock be worthless. Bonds and ‘mortgages may be seized for debt, and all property, or
evidences of property, may fall into the bottomyour family

by

without fail or

life

But

money secured to

assurance

intérruption,

will

go to

them

provided you have

a doubt about duty?
There

are

many

:
difliculties

[#1 respect to life assurance,
minds of good men,

to

others

on

the

questions
this _sub-

:

-1, Has a man a right to make

the

continuance

of his life the basis of bargains? Is it not turning a very solemn’ thing into a.mere commercial transaction?
Life assurance
up money

for

is nothing but a mode
one’s

family

of laying

prudent

while hé is with

man

his

that

family,.to

do

ceived back in dividends, payable at death,
v 8. The last question
important

than

asked fs perhaps

any

of

for their wants when” they shall

In one sense, every prudent man

@
a
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LATE I0A cays
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MACHINE,

Mass, ; Cod York City ; Tein

Pa.; Chicago, iu; Louisville, Ky., or 8t. Louis,

Mo.

Public FIREWORK Displays

preceding, namely:

“ How shall we know what

societies are sound

Just as you know

banks are good and what
using your common

For

not less
Gard

BOXES

Just as you

find out

lawyer, a good

school, a
4

We have insured our own life in the Equitable
Assurance.

should

select

Soc iety
it again

of

New

if gye

[3

again.

York.

weré

to

We

choose

a

“

AUBURNDALE,

taken

in

for Mrs. Stowe’s new story, the popularity of the pa-.
per, the - friend) support ot thousands of old subBorers, the
stic Jremiuns for
§
IMMEDIATE DE.
LIVERY, ht outfit and complete “instructions” to
be nners, assure repeated success to agents, and
r active, intel
nt persons unusual chances to
makefo mougy..
ae Al
A
who want a ‘safe, independent
once for terms, or se
$2 for
eines outfit to J. B. FORD
,
New Fork, Boston, Uhieage, Cincinnati, or
717

Mata Roy's Cire! Skint ——

time, may

or premature

by and retail by Druggistsand

Medicine hp R

Job Work

POSTERS,

|

makes his

at

TWENTY-FIVE

CENTS J

|

$2!

Per Day gu

LT

well Auger

our firm.

Merchants,

—

to

farmers,

teed. Address Hudson River Wire

St.,

er

WN

k

isters,
rs, {oachers, &o., &o. Good wages.

prepara:
Proprietors

od
by Drugpits 0.9ond Chemist ie

A

Armeld & Banning, New York, Ag'ts.
Tepresen

BAPTISM

infusious ingigdionts To
tions.
ORS Fy B.

and

kind ever made. NuTICLE of the
merous testimonials in its favor
are being received from all parts
ofthe United States.
LADY AGENTS WANTED.
FOY & HARMON,
Kole Manufacturers,
il
New Elavem, Conn.

WAI to employ reliable persons po
TED &%Chicago, Ill

This little book has been revised by the autnoy yuds
been clothed fas an entirely new dress und
resents
a very
comel
arance.’ It shouldbe jn every
Baptist fai Al . Let every pastor and i,
sven
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; mn paper covers
15 cts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on the
latter 2 cents

be removed.

Is ackno wiodged THEE BEST

En)

+Bill Heads | eowdm18

| done in the best manner, at this Office.

provision

Ntyle
yle,

LL, 1] /

”

lyeowi4

Comfort

For Heplth,

iN
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: )

CARDS, &e.,

CHRISTIAN

SEMINARY,

MASS, near Boston.

The immense ciréulation of HENRY WARD BEECHER'S«Christign Union has been built up by active canvassers, No other publication sompares with it for
quick and profitable returns, The public eagerness

red by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me.,
rietors of Clarke’s Rheumatic’ Elixir, &c.
rap? wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & &Co. open,
H. Hay and Jobn W. Perkins,

. BUSINESS

FIREWORKS, »

Good Fa Wanted

¢

generally.

y

©

en Jreli-knowa institution for the education of
, of which Rev. C, W. Cushing has heen
Prin
input for
i the last ten years, is now owned and
anaged
by a board of Srusiees, hy 4 propose to imrove and add to its
in every
spect,
ahd soliteit he contin Ay
ronage of i
iends
and the public. Next year
fs Sept. 24, 1874,
22
Address, ¢. *.B
/ Principal.

try, increasing in popularity from year
to year, That it has made most wonderful eures, no one will deny. Hundreds of
persons, who for moths had been emaciated by coughing, night sweats and
raising of blood, who were thought to be
in hopeless Consumption, have been cdfbed
by from one to six bottles of the European
Cough Remedy. It is, in fact, the best
medicine known for coughs of every description, and consumption in all its.
stages. It should be kept in every famsickness

OF ASSORTED

LASELL -FEMALE

has been before the Public, a large pumber of medicines have been advertised,
ried, proved worthless; ¥nd will soon be
forgotten, while® th® European
Cough

doses

y M

Britiant Colored Fires: and

ordels or etquiries to Mail, Exp
Agent, No
Boston I)
.

DURING TWENTY YEARS
hat Clarke’s European Cough Remedy

save from a long

and Clubs.
Rockets

il

A

ily, as a few

Two Stick

from one dolar to one hundred dollars in value,
ARE OUR SPECIALTIES,
We also furnish
ish apd su
all other goods in this
line of trade. The Yew
nd Laboratory, C. E
MASTEN,
technist,
Boston (Highlan 5) announce that they are prepared to contract and sell
their manufacture as
above, for the season of 1874, at
prices reduced from 20 to 30 per cent., and
Bolislt early orders and contracts for
July 4th, 1874.
Ow new descripti

bad,~by inquiring, by

sense.

Cities, Towns
fec s,

pei,

what

Children often look Pale and sick
own disease the basis of commercial action, He
ROL Sange than havin Horna in the tom.
ought to doit. Every reason which makesit a frqmach. noBROother
WN’S. VERMIFUGE
COMFITS will destro
Worn
man’s duty to provide for his family while living
| 30 WHIT Witionty injuzy to the child, being or

for the morrow ig iF

poche

more

the

-and well managed?”

if, provides,

make

-MN

pi
yor a
wernons, 42. "The AI

than the whole sum paid from year to year.

or. for dependents,
can

8S

-~8
- 8%

Ens

insurers have, in the course of fifteen years, re-

death.

objections,

and the following

have been put to ussand

Jeet:

and

resting upon

ens eer

book on the art of
ah
a ak

Some

Remedy, on its own merits, has become a

Banks

1) @

~ 100 @ 10

+DEOGRAPHY
dis

premium, or

Standard Medicine throughout the coun-

down,

less gulf of bankruptey.

propor-

assured.

@ — —

The undersigned, having been duly &
uted Admimstrater,Si
al he ‘estate of A. x. WdtiTo
Be
cea
will, in accordancewi
i Slo)
by Probate Pout, for a Reniten
ied in, of
offer at
Nts
sale lots belonging to suid he
&
J
ed
duced
es,8y ranging from
These lots
1
and from 195 .
to 190 feet deep, in alleys aat the rear and front en
Avenues fron Rsto 00 feet wide, which are, for the
most part, already
They are all in a
utifut location and lie about
halfa mile from a depot a
about a mile from the
>
limite oof Clevalatq, 0
large demand in. this vicinity, and
Re
re
not ito
a large increase on the prices
now offered as soon as money becomes easier, and
the subscriber only intends, ih these rates, to sell
sutticlem to relieve the estate from presenthemeres.
Bern; one-half cash and from two to four annual ,
payments, with 6 per cent. interest.
A. A. MOULTON, Adw’r,
236 Superior 8t., Cleveland, O
tf

One does

commercial commu-

But, in life assurancgy here are no risks or
contingencies. Other investments may fail.
house

annual

¥00

A Splendid Opportunity
FOR INVESTMENT,

applied either

to the increase of the whole sum

70

.
:
- 10 @ — 10}

.

U.S. FIvE-TWENTIES OF 1865.
U.S. TEN-FORTIES cov .vuine
U.S. COUPONS SIXES, 1881...

and for the risk

be

ssaribs

GOLD «oo

insurance societies ard’ mutual, those who insure are stockholders. After
a given time they

of the profits. This

@—n
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8 petporss: =yodhg = Bi

U.S. FIVE-TWENTIES,

original

large

08, .

AND

AMERICAN

sum,

ten

nity.

A

A
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‘GOLD

of his life under which the Society bad lain.
| 7. It is to be remembered that many of our best

Life

it is material,

his part.

equitably retained for expenses

the farmer, then there can be no just scruples
at life ‘assurance, and it becomes a matter of

tingent condition.

ig

That which is retained is

as conformable to scientific truths “as is any ordinary business of the mechanic, the merchant,

That provision must

of his

paid in.

a gadd doctor, a good
good hotel.

ily.

Carolina,

Hyson, best, ¥
B....
0qlong, best, ¥ h

or he can com-

part

further ammual payments on

uncertainties, but with sober and carefully ascertained facts, regulated by natural laws, and is

‘It is every man’s dnty

-70

receive upon their policies an annual dividend

an

the question “was, Can a Christian man

rightfully
man

regard the

prudence , but

New Orleans, new, ¥ el.»

Japan, best,

he can

tion returns to him.

yet

for

$500 8470

ght
Granulated sugar, ¥ y Wadon

which is determined, not by the caprice of dimute

@ 2000

160 00
-

Timgthy seed, ¥ bush. sebmia

pay-
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SEEDS,
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AP Pesaro.
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for computation.
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Rangoon, ¥rp

“This difficulty is obviated in all good assurance
one can no longer
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@— 08
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ment of the annnal premium.

If
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83%

@ 3% 00

bank

6. There is an objection founded
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Swedes, bar, ordinary sizes Go
MOLASSES,

savings

with’ interest
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you
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rites saves viverae cienenense 3400
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6 00
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Sin.
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Pig Iron, Nos. 1 and 2.......... 3300

material

common
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but a savings
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@ 25 00
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bility to pay the annua! premium.
upon a different principle.
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IRON,

for

whole by a neglect or
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shipping, ¥ ton. ... shanna FIR + 1000

money

can
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HAY,

For

debt; can not be alienated from ¢your Deirs; and.
if you have chosen your company discreetly, is
subject to no commercial - risks, It is as nearly
sare as anything earthly can be.
in a savings bank?

;

= 2

Rye, Western, ¥ bush...

taken for

better te ‘put my

X

5

Barley, State, ¥ bush......
0
Olt 2orees reg Ksusbnasesnuava Severe w—-0

Your stocks and shares may fall in value,

But a policy upon your life

1

oma.
Ainber Weatern, ¥ bush...
Western Cor, mixed, ¥ ia

be-

taken

many

ed to keep these “ metes and bounds ” in reto the all-conquering Duc de Richelieu, and
fencing laws had been adoptAdvices from China report an attack on the there was hifrdly one free from the most aston. edpair.intheIf stringent
state of Nebraska, the settfement of acts with yet greater force to secure for ‘them a
quarters
by a-large mob, resulting: in the "ishing faults of grammar and spelling, the fair
the country would have been much retarded. comfortable subsistence after he shall have heen’
y oF sowerhl porsons.
But a law adapted to the needs of the country removed from them, .
A
: 8 from Spain report - an eRphgeRL ate for the laws of orthography as: for the code of has been wisely adopted. This law relieves the |
2,
But.
are
we
not
‘forbidden
“taking thought
, in which the Carlists were defeated and morals. The letters—probably on Rotount of settler, at the ‘time when he meeds all. his mon.

SBouthon Piiuce; Don Enrique, was killed.

Cerirsasens

or put money in the bank?
that in either of these methprovided, for. But it must
you: take upon’ yourself all

the risks ip such a case. Your

;

:

ard), retail [.....

Southern Flour ....

better to

policy, which shall be paid to bis. heirs, without

while he is strong, tor the time when he shall
be weak; aud, sedks for the same reason,

are annually expend-,

not
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y gold. ,, IT

COAL.

State, OXIA «10. ereunss

ot

Theré are, doubtless, thousands who had the
means of insuring their lives two years ago, but
who are now too poor to do it. There are

ably that of fencing,
In many cases fences cost
more thun the lands, The, fences of the cauntry are valued at one tholisand eight hundred
millions of dollars; and year by year, nearly,
one hundred millions of dollars fire expended
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rectors, but upon a regular scale;
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objections

not better
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Anthracite (from

anything.
our own
not pay a

can support his family. Tr higplies, there is.ample provison made for them.

heaviest, considering the profit dccruing, is prob-

to keep the fencing efficient. In T1linois not less.
than $2,000,000 hive been invested in fencing;

there

companies, by an arrangement

result.

A Buffalo street-car conductor refused to per- |
desk,
In order to effect this,
Dr. Liebreich
mit a female 1m “ bloomer costume” to ride on’
recommends a desk in which the angle is twenhis car, believing her to be a woman dressed in ty degrees, for Writing; and which,by turning up
man’s clothes,
The case was carried to court,
a flap, gives an angle of forty-five degrees, for

one’s

invest in real estate,
There is no doubt
ods a family may be
be remembered that

of these

used due discretion in the selection of a sound
To avoid these evils, desks should be so con. and ‘honorable assurance company. Of two
structed that when the pupil is seated the: courses, one of which, may leave your family
at least the holder of a first class ticket is entitled
ould he even,
ne straight,
to fisst-class privileges in steamboats and on rail- shoul
destitute, and the other of which assures them
roads -without distinétion of nationality, color | the head balanced on the io the spine, the a comfortable support at your decease, can th
elbows
on
a
level
with
each
er,
and
ouly
or previous condition,
the hands and part of the foréarm resting on the be a doubt which is to be ehosen? Can there

when

Da

Maracai

‘trust in

risk,ant there will be no danger,as in life asssur-

friends. * Such

man might well shrink from it. Bat if it be

Daring

are

5. But why is it not

sumptaous distrust of Divine Providence, a good

s a gréat power of

sight

to

‘among

‘| ana foreboding is removed.

ed classes of society are d¢veloped by the unnatu-

Moreover, as the predisposition

not

‘the deposits and

ten

strates that the two evils of permanent short sight
and-earvature of the spine, both so much more
frequent among the educated than the uneducat-

sight is the

with

laying up Yor

return to her father for support, and

Now, if a man

Dr. Liebreich,
throws
this defect.
He demon-

short

a right’ to take the future
Ought ‘we
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the children, separated, must go,~the older to
seek work and the younger to be distributed

But

of. Short Sight.

childhood the cye

merelyto

cases,

things.

1s only a few inches distant from the book; the
left cheek almost touches the left hand, or even
leans upon it; the ribs of the -left side are pressed against thie edge of the desk, and taller chil-

the sun on every point of the compass
and says that thus every deviation can

will

for industry and

ral posture usually enforced in schools.

many

with a fell swoop, souses down upon the mother.

crossing the breast diagonally. From the belt
depend seven or eight silver sheaths for knives,
the use of which it is not difficult to imagine.—
Seientific American.

A recent paper by
light upon the erigin of

expedient
in

a brood of chickens is scattered

. The most note-worthy object in silver brought
from Ashantee is an enormous belt of baldric,
"to be hung over the neck by a massive chain,

Cues
<

conditions-which-

tered in a month, by the death of the head, as

One

signet

laid up for’

ais

has
a man

to life assurance,

ter reverse, and that their families may be scat-

rings were evidently copied from early English
betrothul
rings. Some
of. the necklaces and
chains are formed of beautiful shells reproduced
in gold, while others represent seeds andftuit.
In every case the design is indiv
the
beauty of the workmanship refreshing to see, in
contrast with the machine-made jewlery worn
by modern civilized belles.

is hereditary,

for a shilling.

the adjustment of a compass in still
the vessel is lying at dock,surroundironsghips, acting as powerful magno use toa vessel after she has left

A curious sale
to Rome

going to. Venice to attend the Catholic con. gress.
The American pilgrims t0 Rome have left the
- going in various directions.

__

bought in

found his efforts were ‘not appreciated, however,

English

ring,

every

family ,~and

feel that they are

object, and permanent

be

Iiticul ecomomy in the Old Dutch _bhureh, then
“standing in Ann street, New York, When he

FOREIGN.

Sir Charles Fox, the celebrated

seal

.

existing

ration
mud hopes, men

already appeared, finely

now

Mercantile Marine Association
treated an important subject in a popular manngr. The author
stated that
water,while
ed by huge
nets, is of

made

chased

sin is to secure

We have no right to trust God for
| whichhe hawenabled us to obtain by
skill and industry. Providence will
premium on indolence.
¢
4. Granting that there are no moral

class fare. This settles the question that in Mich.,

cursion train being thrown from the track,
‘causing the death of several, and severe injuries
to others.

was

recently

finely

resort to

the

occurrence.

apiece. “ Waverly” and

can

the steamer Jay Cooke, for refusing to allow him
to dine.at the first table after he had paid first-

A serious accident occurred on the South
Carolina Central Railroad, Wednesday, ap ex-

The Reunion of Abolitionists, last: week,
Chicago, appears to have been an occasion

paper

wite

they were cast. Others are old and worn,and bear
traces of frequent patchings and solderings.

future

Providence? “
y
4
A man ‘that does all he Kuoys how to do, snd
nobody else, has a right to trust in Providence,
God gave us reason, that it might be used. God
is honored by those who use his gilts, and not
by lazy or stupid folks, who think that dog
|
nothing is trusting Providence!
“Trust in the Lord, and do good; so shalt
thou dwell in the land, and verily thou shdR be

the utmost exertion, this cannot be done; the

accommodating itself to distapce, and if in reading and writing the desks are so arranged that
the eye, instead of being twelve to fifteen inches
distant, is Kept at seven or eight inches fpom the
book or paper, the eye adapts itself to the near

y

“tained:

The Civil Rights bill, which passed the Senate
-. yecently, is probably dead in the House, for
=ession,

.left are
>

poorest business a capitalist can invest in,

The Waverly novels
made to secure action on the civil rights bill. An evening | England for three pence
“ Guy Mannering” have
" session was held, and much routine business
illustrated, and the two
disposed of. ~
:
:
| in one volume of cloth,

loss

are

:

Another unsuccessful attempt was

The

who

quality at $7 or $8 per barrel, that brewing is the

bill to

Sanborn

inhabitants

Milwaukee brewers assert that beer can not
manufactured at a profit at $10 per barrel
0 fong ‘as barley holds at present prices.
They
oe that if it:can be manufactured of inferior

and har-

House

the

sustain

An-

tiful, is inferior in style and execution to, the famous Venus of Milo in the same galleries.

bill

dren must

others approach’ ‘Eygp-

and agreed to by a vote of 43 to 19. The river
and harbor bill was taken up and a number of
amendments acted on. An evening session was
held inthe House of Representatives; a large
amount of routine’ business was transacted.

third time, but not passed.
—

Indian ornaments;

thyt

June 10, 1874,

We are

our

who has money

out of God’s hands?

strongly call the ‘attention of the community to
this subject. It is in such unsettled times that the
peculiar benefits of life assurapce are made most
manifest. Men are anxious for the future.
Thousands have families growing up around
them, whose property depends upon the continuance of the father’s life. Should he die, the
income would cease ; the vhildren. must be withdrawn
from school; the mother and elder chil-

rings of

ference report on the currency was discussed

bor bill were withdrawn.

RE

and

a

The Senate disagreements to the river

#

brooches,

of the most remarkable of the ancient pieces is

On Saturday, in the Senate, a large amount of
business was. disposed of. The conference report on the Indian appropriation bill was pre“sented
and agreed to. A large number
of
amendments
to the sundry civil appropriations
bill were disposed of and the bill was passed,

Ay

pendants,

The statue closely resembles, but, though

one.

Cu

be

added to the sculpture galleries of the Louvre.

The post-office appropriation

:

chains,

—PE —

implies that there are

been laid under tribute and the relies hoarded i

up and the various amendments were considered
at length. The objectionable Sherman amendProf. Morse!
ment was so modified as. $0 be shorn of all its
The ghost of Bonaparte doubtless looks down
force. A special evening session was held for
with grim satisfaction upon the present condithe purpose of giving Mr. Butler, of MassachuMountain-floods have desetts, a chance to speak in defemse of moieties ‘tion of St. Helema.
stroyed many of the vjllages, and dreadful have
and the Sanborn contracts. Other members
been the ravages of the white ants. The popureplied to him, and the session was a very lively

<

to

3. But

The large number of life insurance comp anies

there are forms which ‘are almost Jac similes of

The “‘ Venus of Fulerone” a statue in Parian
marble, found in 1836, in the town of Falcrone,
among the ruins of an andient theater, has been

On Friday, in the Senate, the bill for the transfer of gold mint bars from the assay office in New
York to the sub-treasury was passed. The con-

a burden,

as

One way to avoid

childrén,~a man

BY REV, HENRY WARD BEECHER.

:

bracelets,

worry about

them, or one who has not a cent to pay his own

——r—

doubtless

workmanot objects
imitations
and ages,

NEW YORK MARKET, "
Wholesale Prices for the wetk ending,

words,

fed.”

handle, and

.

and

por- |, funeral expenses?

through’ ‘the settled

the

the future by a wise providing, Who is most
likely to Worry about the fate of his wife and

wom

and” keys,"

which

somé“so’ heavy

AN

to

about temporal matters,

to fret

support.

hN

howls, all of solid met-

objects

constructed.

anxiety

forbidden

The Truthin a Nutshell.

copy everything that comes. to them from the
outer world.
Thus there are golden padlocks,
‘buckles; bells, and even watch-keys, whose use
must have been unknown. Not the least curious
are
several
copies of reliquaries;
left, per“haps, by Roman Catholic missionaries in that
benighted Jand, and reproduced in gold by the
native workmen, with a faithfulness and delicacy which a Chinese might envy.
Among the
brooches, pendants,
badges rings, and so on,

to

ys

due

need met build fences

Lite usurance,-

curious yet beautifnl shape.
‘
The imitated articles give a striking indication
of the skill with which the native workmen

Yeddo, and the Japan Gazette warns every honest citizen to be on his guard against ¢ magnificently dressed fellows.” The same paper gives
‘another illustration of the advance of civilization
in the shape of a * good square highway ob.

bill

The farmer

tions of the State hedge-rows areappearing and
thriving, Th&hedge plants most used are the
honey locust, Nii osage orange and the white willow. In somyfplaces long hedge-rows of peach
trees, from
Which, frequently, good crops are
gathered,
y be seen; and the peach seems
to make as
a fepce as the white Willow.
Correspondent.

two

Smaller in size, but not inferior+in
ship, is an infinite nimber and variety
of native design,” besides numerous
of the gold work,of other nations,

laces,

money is

penetrated

are

others of exceeding lightness and delicacy, neck-

In Germany, when the vote of the. jury stands
six against six, the prisoner is acquitted.
A
vote of seven against five leaves the decision to
the court, and by a vote of eight against four, the
prisoner is convicted.

The

works of art,

their purpose in the fantagtic ceremonies

fetish worship.

The death of Mme. de Segur, the authoress,”
and daughter. of Count Rostopchin, who fired
Moscow at the tinie of Napoleon's invasion, is
announced.”
>

The plan for raising the

massive gold, nearly

with a golden

many - indescribable

middle Europe.

their warts,
by lottery.

o

see work, the golden tops of umbrellas and sticks
of office, grotesqué lions for the heads of seepters,
Roden jaw-bones, thigh-bones, and skulls, &

ing Confederate soldiers, who have no govern‘ment to recognize their elaims and look after

re-

are

al and for the most part, castings of ‘exquisite
design.
In addition to these great
badges, each dr
which contains many ounces of pure gold, there
are fetish caps ornamented with gold in repous-

A colossal bronze statue of John Bunyan bas
been “cast. The statue is a gift of the Duke of
Bedford to the town of Bedford.

than from

wonderful,

ample, is distinguished by padlock

fore the first stone of the Egyptian pyramids was
laid.
-

ter advantage

as

the butler’s, by cups and
been played

his

braska; but it is live and not dead fences which

heavy golden griffins, said to have.been broken
from the king’s chair of state. There are, besides,
many badges of office of different styles, some of
them massive fibule of wrought gold, like those
‘worn. by the heralds ent by Kftug Koflee, to
treat them with the English commander, others
of various patterns, accordinytp the office of the
wearer, That of the kirig’s chamberlain, for ex-

ers

Cliess i§ said to have

of keeping

-

Of a more pleasing character,.and

more to be preferred

Advices from Spain state that General Concha
has postponed his attack of Estella.

© Itis proposed to organize an association in
each southern. state for the purpose ‘of pension-

organization of the district government were
passed. Inthe House of Representatives, the
report of the conference committee on the legislative appropriation bill was presented and
" sagreed to. The bil] for transferring the gold
mint bars from the assay office in New York to

the

Bath,

"Astronomers say that science can be practically studied under our clear atmosphere to bet-

mine the necessity of a view treasury building in
New York was passed. The report of the con{f erence committee onfh currency was presented. It limits legal ten
to $382,000,000, and
provides for the redistribution of $35,008,000 of
bank circulation and abolishes all bank reserves.

——

English is a human head of

Steps have been taken in India which "bid fair
to fuse all, or nearly all, the results of mission
labor-in one organization or combination.

On Thursday, in the Senate, the bill to defer-

neighbors.

/five pounds in wefght,—a ghastly object, apparently representing the head of a victim gagged|

elocutionist,

28,000 a year.

tion bill; for establishing courses for ocean
steamers; and for establishing life-saving stations, A large pumber of important reports |
Inthe House of Representa- |
~ were/also made.
for the reorganization of the distives, the bill
trict government was passed, dnd a ‘resolution
in favor of igfernational arbitration adopted.

was

eminent

of live-stock, the onus

stock from straying on the cuitiv ated lands of his

Among (he larger articles brought away by the

Musiodn the St. Lous public schools costs

Moines

owner

ee

the- Ashantees,

tl

fertility in invention is simply

v

the

“night,

Brit

and the

thing out in Paris.

Pacific Rarroad land; the post-office” appropria-

as

Count

A fan, w ith a watch on one side of the handle
and a strong eye-glass on the other, is We Jast

grant. ‘The report on the affairs of the District
of Columbia was presented in both branches.
. Dn Wednesday; in the Senate, a large amount
of business was disposed of and many bills Ww, ere
passed, among the most importang of ‘wich
were the bills relating to the survey of Northern

passed,

priests.

Not in the sense now “attached

“ taking thought,” The thing forbidden is un- |

around his cultivated fields, for horses, cattle
and sheep are * fenced out” by the laws The
The thousand ounces of gold gathered in such | stock when pastured have to be herded; but
haste by King Koffee, as the first installment the cost of herding is not a tithe of what fencing
of the indemnity demanded by his English conwould bé. Fencing goes on of ‘course, in Ne-

the

Paragraphs.

In
committee on the moiety bill was presented.
the House of Representatives, bills were passed
forthe relief of savings banks; relating to the
. qualifications of Mormon dejegidtes; relating to
ocean telegraphy'; to southern claims; and to

indemnify the titles to lands in the Des

and

Among
NC

Pa-

franking privilege, which it was virtually. proposed to restore. The report of the conference

the sub-treasury was

M. Bellew,

died at his home in

Appropriation bill was taken up and most of the
amendments agreed to. Senator Sherman offerproposing a large rate. of
ed an amendment
postage to be prepaid on printed “matter, which
the
was agréed to. The discussion ‘involved

IN

Pope

under

Intelligence is receive d of the loss of the

The post-office

pissed.

bill was

cific Railroad

the

4 Art

ot. 157d,

of vesting A laine sum in the. construction of
lumber fences.
The law throws
upon every

Piancianni, mayor.of Rome, is a Free Mason,
A special from India to the 7imes says that querors, furnish Tao? curfous and striking ilthe government continues to furnish assistance lustritions of the
Wrtistic development ‘of the
to the 3,600,000 natives, There can be no crop native goldsmiths. Their skill in working gold,
in Terhoot until December. The government ~—which appears to be the most. common metal
adits that some people may die before assist- of the country,wseems, iideed, to be fully equal
ance reaches them,
to that of the best: European artists, while their

‘Mi: J.

J

EEP=N

of

theve

‘drowning of 820 persons.

also passed. The evening session was devoted
to the business of the committee on public buildings apd lands.
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It is reported that the Marquis of Santa Lucia
has been déposed from the presidency of the
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